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RESUME 
The apjroxims.t ion problem can be descr ibed i n the 
f o i l cwin,2; way *. 
Let 2^  be a ce t of xunctionD defined on A, I f f i s 
a func t ion on a space A.Can one f ind a l i n e a r combina.tion 
(1) P -s-^\ + 0.^^^ + . . . + a^rt)^ ^ 
•."/here d). S f5 and a . a"^ e "^eplP vfbjch ar-p c lose to f 
• 1 -^  1 
Dcf i^^^tion ; l e t X be a Banach space of continno' is 
f n n c t i o r on [a,b] y/ith the no'"in !| , |! defined by 
II f !! < sup I f(x) 1 
xe[a,bj 
l e t ^ be a subse t of X, An element f on X i s c a l l e d 
approxiniable by l i n e a r combination 
P = a^(l)^ + B.^^^ + . . . + a^({)^, (j)^  e i 
and 4L, a re r e a l s , i f fo r each 6 > o, t he re i s a polynomial 
P such t h a t 
II f ~ P II < e . 
Definition t (Degree of Approximation) ; 
let ^ '=l4>4} ^ e a sequence of functions^ then 
( 2 ) 
\ i t ) = B^(f) = inf | if-(a^(j)^+a2<|)2+...+a^(|)J| | , 
(2) = inf II f-.? II , 
a^. . .a^^ 
v/bere P i s ?s defined in ( 1 ) , i*^^ c a l l e d the n "" de^Tee of 
ap^.-^oximatior' C"F f by seruence { (]>•"} . 
I f e f i r i t i o r (Ber t ApproxinHtion) t I f the iwfimaw 
i'n (2) a t t a i m f o r some P, then P i s c a l l e d n 1 ir.e?r 
oombiimtjor! of bee t approxi i ra t ion or polynomial of bent 
ap"'-'"^  0 ximo t i on. 
The b e s i c of the theory of ap'Droxiiuation of func t ions 
of a r e a l v a r i a b l e i s a theorem due to Weierstrasf. which 
s t a t e s I 
Theorem ; Por each func t ion f ( x ) , con t inuous on a 
c losed i n t e r v a l [a ,b] and for ea.ch 6 > o, t h e r e i s a 
polynomial P(x) approxims-ting f (x ) uniformly wi th an 
e r r o r l e s s t han S"-
I f (x) - p(x) I < e . 
I f f (x ) i s a func t ion def ined on [ o , l ] , the Berns te in 
polynomial B ( f , x ) of f i s 
(3) B^(x) = B^_(f,x) = S f (k /n ) V^^^i^^) , 
K?^0 
( 3 ) 
where 
(4) p^ , (x) = ( ) X (1-x) '^  , 
21 n 
cuch t h a t E p ^(x) = 1 - [ x + ( l - x ) ] . 
k=o ' 
S. ^'. Bc-^n.r.tejn"^ in 1912 hac- provecj t h a t ; i f f (x) 
i s continnoun i n [ o , l ^ , the n 
B (x) > f (x ) 
nniformlj'" , an n > <», 
This y i e l d s s vSimple const"^\:ctive proof of '.TeierBtrase, 
app-^oxiT!3a,tio.n t h e o r e r , 
to o 
A more p r e c i s e ve r s ion of t h j s r e s u l t due/T, Pope vie iu 
s t a t e s that 
5 - i 
max j B (X) - f (x ) j < - W£ (n ^), 
o<x<l ^ " 4 
w^ i s the uniform modulus of continuity of f defined by 
w^(6) = m a x | | f (x)~f (y) | : x , y e [ o , l ] Jx-y j< & } 
further G. G.Iorentz^ proved ; i f w^(6) i s t h e 
1 . Bernstein [ l ] 
2 . Poppviciu [ i j 
3 . Lorentz [ l ] 
( 4 ) 
modolus of c o n t i n u i t y of f ' C x ) , t hen 
1 1 
xmx. JB^(x) - f ( x ) I < ~ n "^  w^  (n ^) 
o < x < l ^ " 4 - •'-
Lotrr on tlic que- t ion a rn rc a s to the speed wi th which 
E (x) trnci <- to f ( x ) , /In anrr,"/er to tv j ;- Quest ion has been 
' iven jn d i f c r c n t d i r e c t i o j i r . One dJToe^ion i c Vo^-t in 
v/hD oh f (x) i'- sup''0b'"d "^  o he ^ t lr"-.ct twice d j-ffoT^ortic-hle 
i r a -^oi'-t of [oj'^J. 3 , ' . /oronov/f.lana in 19?2, proved 
t h a t 
X (1 -x) -, 
B^(x) - f (x) = f " (x) + o( i ) 
-^ 2n ^ 
A cmp] 1 modi f ica t ion of 3e-rnf-,tein p o l y n o r i r l due to 
I . A . KantoTovic" irakes i t no^ r ih l e to ap-^'-roxinmte Leher^-ue 
integr-ahle func t ions i n Iv--norm hy the modified pol^^noxnials 
n (k-+l)/(n+l) 
(5) P ( f , x )= (n+ l ) S ( / f ( t ) d t ) p , ( x ) , 
^ 3c=o k / ( n + l ) ^»^ 
where p^ v(x) i s a s defined i n ( 3 ) . 
n j-K-
•7, 
P, L. Butzer-^ made use of modified polynomials and 
extended the r e s u l t of Yoronowslcaja for t h i s polynomial 
as \ i f f (x ) i s continuous lehesj^ue integrahle defined in 
[ o , l ] and f " ( x ) e x i s t s at every point x of ( o , l ] 
1 . Yoronowsfeja [ l ] 
2 . Kantorovi6 [ l ] 
3 . Butzer [ l ] 
( 5 ) 
1 
P^(f ,3r ) - f (x) = [ ( l - 2 x ) f » ( x ) + x ( l - x ) f " ( x ) ] + 
2(n+l) 
f " ( x ) ^ ^n 
+ y. [ i -exd-x) ] + — ; 
6(n+l)' ' n+r 
wheTR e —> 0 on n —> °°, 
n 
Fur ther i f f ( x ) i c defined on tine i n t e r v a l (o , 'b) ,b > o, 
7/e ob ta in the Beri^Btein -oolynoTnials B ('fjXj'b) foT- t h i s 
in'-e-rval "by Si-bctitutin-^ y = xb in the polynomial Bj^(1>,y) 





\{r;-b) = B ( f , x ; b ) = 1 f ( — ) p U) 
^ ^ Tv=o n ^ » ^ ° 
x<^  
X n k „ n-k 
(7) Pn .^ ( -) = ( ) ( ^ ) (1- I) 
Chlodovsky proved h i s r e s u l t s for B e r n s t e i n polynomials 
Bj^(x;b) on an unbounded in terva l by assuming ^ = ^^ ^ function 
of n which incraases to + °° with n and the funct ion f (x) 
defined at every point x o f [ o , + ~ ^ a s ; 
Theorem A : I^ "b^^ =oCn) and f (x) i s bounded in 
(o, + «>) say I f (x) I < M , then 
Bj^(xib) > f ( x ) , 
1 . Chlodovf s l ^ [ l ] 
( 6 ) 
ho lds at any p o i n t of the continui t j r of f, 
BiGorem B ; I f h =o(n) and 
-B / b 
M(b ) e ' ^ ^ > o, for each a > o, 
tberi a t 
B^(^^;h) > f ( x ) , 
hoW'^ ? t e-c'!-' T)o:rt cf coriti,ntuty c'*' the funct ion f (x) 
la te r in l ? f 2 Schurer ^ i n hjp Tpport ,defiriod an pnploTous 
opcrato"^ +"c 'H^'-^riF-^ein'n 
i n such a v/aj'- t h a t 
n+r 
(9) B^^(f ,x) = ^^ f ( k / n ) p^^^M , 
where 
n+r k jt!+r-lc 
and r i s a non-nega t ive i n t e g e r . In case r = o , i t reduces 
t o B e r n s t e i n o p e r a t o r ( 3 ) , 
1 , Schurer [ l ] 
( 7 ) 
In 1902 Jensen e s t ab l iphed some formulae a s ; 
n n n k-1 n-k 
(11) (x+j+m) = S ( ) x(x+ka) (y+(n-k)a) 
k=o k 
and 
n-1 n n k - 1 n - k - 1 
(12) (x+y) (x+y+m) = ?. ( ) x(y+ka) y(y+(n~k)a) . 
k=o k 
Y/liiob sve t he f^orera l iza t ic^ of v/'^ll •'"no\/n 'binoTnial 
t h e o r e r . 
S n b n t i t r t r n r (n+r) for n in above f o m u l c e , we o;et 
n+r n+r r+ r k-1 n+r-k 
03) (x+y+(r+-^)a) = S ( )x(x+ka) (y+(n+r-k)a) 
k=o k 
and 
n+r-1 n+r n+r k - l rnfcr-l 
(14) (x+y) (x+y+(nfr)a) = S ( )x (x+ka) y ( y + ( n f r - k ) a ) _ 
k=o k 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
In analogy with the Berna te in po lynomia ls , we s e t 
2 
y = 1-x (see Cheney and Sharma ) i n above formulae and we 
get 
k-1 n+r-k 
n+r n+r x(x+ka) ( l - x + ( n + r - k ) a ) 
(15) 1 = z ( ) -^-
^ " ° ^ ( l + ( n + r ) a ) 
1 , Jensen [ l ] 
2« Cheney and Sharma [ l ] 
( 8 ) 
and k-1 n+r-k-1 
rri-r n+r x(x+ka) (1-x) ( l -x+(n+r-k)a) 
(16) 1 = E ( ) 
k=o k n+r-1 
( l+(nfr )a ) 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Thus we set 
k-1 n+r-k 
K+r x(x+ka) ( l - x + ( n + r - k ) a ) 
(17) P _ v(x ' ,a) =( ) 
" ^»^ k n+r 
( l+ (n+r )a ) 
and 
k-1 n+r -k -1 
n+r x(x+ka) (1-x) ( l - x+ (n+r -k )a ) 
roCfk * k n+r -1 
( l+ (n+r )a ) 
and defined a Kantorovic type polynomials A j^ ( f , x ) and 
u j ^ ( f , x ) of f ( x ) on [o, 1 + f J for Lebesgue i n t e g r a t e 
func t ion in I - -norm as ; 
n+r (k+l ) / (n+r+l ) 
(19) C ( f , x ) =(i^is- l ) Z ( / f ( t ) d t ) p (x).^), 
^^ k=o k/(n+r+l) ^^»^ 
where p^^ v(x>o^)is same as defined in ( 17 ) 
and 
n+r (k+l ) / (n+r+l ) 
(20) < ^ ( f , x ) = (ttf-r+1) S ( / f ( t ) d t ) q (x>^, 
^^ k=o k/(n+r+l) "^^ »*-
where q„„ , (x^) i s same as defined i n (18 ) , 
Six y K. 
If we put r = 0, we have the fol lowing polynomials 
aga in due to author 
( 9 ) 
a n ( k + l V ( n + r + l ) 
(21) A^( f ,x ) = (n+1) S ( / f ( t )c l t )p^ , (x ; a ) , 
k=o k / ( n + r + l ) 
where 
k-1 n~k 
n x(x+ka) ( l -x+(n -k )a ) 
(22) p j^(x;a) =( ) 
(1+na) 
and 
a n ( k + l ) / ( n + l ) 
(23) U ( f ,x ) =(n+l) E ( / f ( t ) d t ) a , (xja) ^ 
^ k=o k / ( r + l ) ^ ' - ^ 
wheT'e 
k - 1 n -k -1 
n x(x+ka) ( l - x ) ( l - x + ( n - k ) a ) 
(24) q^ T^(x,a) =( ) • ' 
* k f^_^ . n - 1 
and again i f put a = o, our polynomials (19 and 20) reduces 
to modified polynomial ( 5 ) . 
La.ter Stancu defined a polynomial i n a c losed interval 
(p,l] as : 
(25) pW(f , x ) = Z w n_(xja) f (k/n) 
n ^^^ n,ic 
where 
k-1 n-k-l 
17 (x+va) J\ (l-x+jUa) 
n •v= • iU = o 
(26) w j.(x,a)=C ) 
(1+a)( l+2a) . . . ( 1 + ( n - l ) a ) 
1 , Stancu [ l ] . 
( 10 ) 
Here again we define a Kant or o vie type polsanomial 
with the help of (26) for Lehesgue integrable function 
f (x) on [ 0,1+ | ] and [p,l\ in L-j^ -norm as ! 
n+r (k+l)/(m-r+l) 
(27) Rl.(f»^) =(n^-r+l) S ( / ^ f(t)dt)w j^ Cxja) ,. 
^ k=o k/(n+r+l) "^»^ 
where 
k-1 n+r-k-1 
TT (x+va) 71 (l-x+^) 
nfr v= o a=o 




(29) R!^(f,x) =(n+l) Z ( / f (t)dt) w , (xia) 
^ k=:o k/(n+l) ^'^^ 
where w i,(xla) is as defined in (26), 
n,k^ ' 
Note : - If we put r = o in (27) then it reduces to (29). 
In fact in chaj)ter__II we have tested the convergence of 
polynomial A.^ (f,x) and have tested the degree of approximation 
of Lebesgue integrable functions by A^(f ,x) which generalize 
I 2, 3 
the results of Bernstein^Popoviciu^Lorentz, Our results 
are as follows ; 
Theorem (2.1). If Le^ S^iH® •^5^£f£^»l£ ^H £^!^ 2^!} ^^^^ ^ 
bounded on fo, 1 + ? 1» then for o < a = a__ = o(---)» "bhe 
relation |A^(f,x) - f (x) ] < e holds at each point of 
1, Bernstein D-l 
3. "Lorentz [l_ 
2, Popovic; 
( 1 1 ) 
continuity x o^ f(x) ' , an^ the r e l a t i o n holds uniformly 
on_ [0,1 + - 1 , if f(x) is_ continuous on t h i s i n t e r v a l . 
Bieorem ( 2 , 2 ) , If f(x) i s continuous lehesgue IntegraW.e 
^"•52ii£2 ^B {py'^l ^B^ w(£) i s the n;|odulus of continuity of 
f (x) , then for a = a = 0 ( ~ - ) , we have 
5 1 1 A ^ ( f , x ) - f ( x ) 1 < - w( - - - - - ) _ 
4 f ( r+^) 
Theorem (2,3) , If f(x) i s continuous lebesgue i^ tegrahle 
hounded and w i^^ S) i s the modulus of continuit7_of f ' ( x ) , f q r 
a = a^ ^^  = o( - i - ) , we have 
I A^(f,x) -f(x)l < 5 L w ( - i - - ) +0(-ip). 
^ ^ ^ f (n+r) ^ ir(n+r) '^ -^  
In pa r t i cu la r if we put r = o, we get the r e s u l t s 
for our polynomial A^Cf,x) which obtain by simply 
put t ing r = 0 in theorem ( 2 . 1 ) , ( 2 , 2 ) and the theorem (2,3) 
which is due to Anwar Habib and S.Umar and again if we 
put a = o, then we 'get the same r e s u l t s of modified polynomial 
I*n(x) put t ing Pj^(x) inplace of A^(i,^), 
In Qiapter^ I I I we es tabl ished the asymptotic r e l a t i o n , 
for A ^ ( f , x ) which includes the r e s u l t of Butzer^, ottr 
1 , Anwar Habib and S,Umar QL] 
2 . Butzer [ 1 ] , 
( 12 ) 
r e s u l t if! as follows ', 
Theorem ( 3 . 1 ) . Let f(x) "be a "bounded iebesguc i2l£ul.^^l® 
function with i t s f i r s t derivat ive in [o, 1 + § ] and SU22£S^ 
that the second derj^vr^tiye f ' ' ( x ) ex i s t s a t a cer ta in point x 
of r 0, 1 + 5 1, then for a = a = o( ) , we have 
lim (n+r)rf(x)-A^.(f ,x)]= - i [(l-2x)f • (x)+ 
(n+r ) - °° "-
+ x ( l -x ) f " (x) 1 
In pa r t i cu la r if v/e put r = o, t?ien v/e "^;et the same 
r e s u l t for our another polynomial A^(f,x) duo to Anv-.-ar Fahib 
ana S .TJmar''-. 
In Chapter IV, we tected the degree of approximation 
of Lebesgue integrable functions by A^(xjb) on an unbounded 
2 
in te rva l which generalizes the r e s u l t s of Chlodovsky . We 
s t a t e our r e s u l t s as follows *, 
Theorem ( 4 . 1 ) . I f b =o(n+r), and the function f(x) 
then, for a = a^^ = 0(^5^-) 
4r(x;b) > f(x), 
1, Anwar Habib and S.ISnar [1] 
2 . ChlodovslQr [l] . 
( 13 ) 
holds a t an;^ Eoi^^i of continuity of the function f, 
Theorem (4-.2). If b ^ = o(n+r) , 
and 
M(v) - — > °» 
1 
for each B > o, t'^en for a = a ^ = o ( - - - ) , 
A^(z ib ) > f(x) , 
ll^l^S ^5 ^§2Ji P£i-^i 2£ ^2!}ii-BBi:i^ ^1 ili2 il^^StZS^ble function 
f ( x ) . 
In pa r t i cu la r i f we take r = o, above r e s u l t s reduces 
to r e s u l t s obtained for our another polynomial A (x;b) and 
again if we put a = o, then i t reduces to the r e s u l t of 
Anwar Habib and A. Wafi , 
In Chapter V, we tes ted the convergence of polynomials 
U ^ ( f ,x) and have tested the degred of approximation of 
Lebesgue integrable function f(x) on [o, 1 + § ] hy U ^ ( f , x ) , 
We also establ ished the a^mpto t i c r e l a t i on for U^CfjX) ^ 
and a lso we tes ted the degree of approximation of Lebesgue 
in tegrable functions by I!^(x",b) on an unbounded i n t e r v a l . 
Our r e s u l t s are s ta ted below which generalize the r e s u l t s 
O "^  A R fi 
of Bernstein , Poporlciu , lo ren tz , Voronowsteja ,Butz©a? 
1 , Anwar Habib and A.Wafi {ij 
2, Bernstein D.1 
3« Popoviciu \L\ 
4 . lorentss fl j 
5. VoronowskalJa [ i j 
6*Butzer \_x\ 
( 14 ) 
and GTaloclovsky . 
^"G.®0I12S ( 5 . 1 ) . If 'f(x) i s continuous Lebes^ue integrable 
i!!i^ 5.ii£-!2 22 [o>l + I ]» l e i o < cr = a^^ = ° ^H^i ^  » ^^ S^B 
lim U^^('»^) = f(^) . 
r\+T> -* CO 
h 2i52 B-'2i'*L2lII?];Z 2L [ ° ' -^  "*" ^ J • 
"^ 22112.^ ^ ( 5 , 2 ) . If f(x) i s '^ o_nl ini^o'ic Tje222-H® i!}'!:2'?"2.^l2 
on fn, ] + - 1 r,rd w(5) i r the nodn] IT" O"*^  coptlnnitv'- of 
f ( x ) , for a = a ^ = o (-:;—), we l-mve 
I C^^'^' - (^^ )^ i < I "^^^  ^ • 
"^ 2 r(n+r) 
"^-22.^2^ (5 .3 ) . If f(x) i s a c;ontinu_oi2S l^'bes^ue 
integrable on [o, 1 + ^1 such that i t s f l r s ^ ^^2ril§.t^X2 
i s founded and w (6) i s the modulus of continui ty of f' (x) , 
il'£ °^  = °^ nr "" ° ^ H+r ^» - - - - - -
I U ^ ( f , x ) - f ( x ) l < 5 i ,v ( - -L-- )+OC-^) , 
Bb.eorem ( 5 . 4 ) . l e t f(x) be bounded lebesgue iS*2u£,2:^S 
function with i t s derivative in To, 1 + - ] and suppose that 
iliS ^222B- ^2-'"il2til2 f ' ' (^ ) S i^^ '^^  at a certain joint x of 
1 , GhlodoiWSky [ l ] 
( 15 ) 
[o, 1+ I ] , ^or a = a ^ = 0 ( - - - ) , we have 
lim (n+r) f f (x) - U^Jf ,x) ] = 
(n+r)— *--too 
= - | [ ( l - -2x) f ' (x ) + x ( l - . x ) f " ( x ) ] . 
Theo3;er ( 5 . 5 ) . If b = o(n+r), and the function f(x) 
is. ''^21-5^1 I-£52l;ZB® ^^^^!I^^'^^ ^^ ^°» '•' ""^ » S^^ ^ l^ (^) l i '^^» 
and a = a^^ = o^n^r^' - - - -
U^^(>^i^) > f ( x ) , 
^-QLI^S ^-i ^ 2y E2,^Bi ^I °°2li:2-BiiZ 21 f (^)« 
^22.^2.2 ( 5 . 6 ) , If b = o(n+r) , 
"rnr/ nr 
M(t ) e > 0 , for each p > o, 
1 
;51i2.?l |2E a = a = o (jrjir)* 
Uj^(x;b) > f (x) , 
holds a t each 22i2i 2£ 22Sii-lii!:2! 2£ i2MfaH2 iS iSaSS^^ 
Inact ion f ( x ) . 
In pa r t i cu la r if we put r = o, we again ge-b the r e s u l t s 
( 16 ) 
for our polynomial U^(f,x) and U^(x,b) which are c o r o l l a r i e s 
to the ahove r e s u l t s . Again i f '^ake 'a = o, t hen a l l r e s u l t s 
r educes to r e s u l t s obta ined for modified polynomials P^ -^^ *^ ^ • 
In the Chapter VI_ which i s a l a s t one , >we t e s t e d "tKe 
convergence of R ^ (f , x ) ; d e g r e e of a p p r o x i s n t i o n of lebesgue 
i n t e g r a b l e func t ion on hounded and unhounded i n t e r v a l s by 
R"^  ( f , x ) and R '^ (x:h) r e s p e c t i v e l y and have a l s o e s t a b l i s h e d 
the asjTTip'^otiG r e l a t i o n for R ^ ( f , x ) , Our r e s u l t s inc ludes 
1 '^  3 4 
the r e s t i l t s of Stancu , Berns te in , Popoviciu , Lorentz , 
5 6 7 
Voronov/stoija , Bntzer , Chlodovsky a s a s p e c i a l caseis which 
a re as follows ; 
Theorem ( 6 , 1 ) . Let f ( x ) be cont inuous Lebesgue i n t e ^ a b l e 
£liSlti2.G_2S L°» "^  **" H 1 SS^- '^ ~ a ( n r ) > o ,as (n+r)—> ~ , 
t h e n 
I R^(f,x) - f(x) i < e , 
holds uniformly on [o, ^ + ^ J • 
1 . Stancu [ i ] 
2 . Bernstein QlJ 
3 . Popoviciu [ l ] 
4. Lorentz [ l ] 
5 . Voronowskaja [ l ] 
6 . Butzer [j-J 
7. Chlodovsky QL] 
( 17 ) 
Theorem ( 6 , 2 ) . I f f ( x ) i s cont inuous Lebes,":ue i n t e g r a b l e 
func t ion on o, 1 + - and v/(5) i s . the modulus of c o n t i n u i t y 
uf f ( x ) , f o r a > 0, •vve Have 
l+a(n+r) 
^ w( / 
(rH-T)+a(n+r) 
! ' ? U ) - C ( f , ^ ) l< - - — - - - - • — - ) . 
Theorem ( 6 . 3 ) . If_ f (x) i_s cont inuous lebes'Tue in-be'T7;able_ 
functj-pil ilil^L i^'i ^Zi?^ derv,:xtiye, "boiinded, i n C,l+ ^ | and_ 
v/ (5) i s the modulus^ o'^  c o n t i n u i t y oX f' ( x ) , ^ve, have _ 
3 r l+a (n+r ) r ' l + a ( n + r ) 
i f ( x ) - R ^ , ( f , x ) | < - / - w. ( f ) 
4 'V(n+r)+a(n+r) ^ (n+r )+a (n+r ) 
+ 0 ( - : . - ) . 
n+r 
Theorem ( 6 , 4 ) . Let a = a ( n r ) > o, as (n+r) —> «>. 
If. f i s bounded Lebesgue. i n t e o y a b l e on [o , l+ | | j and 
f|os_se£ses a_ sec^nj. der ivat ive, , a t a_ 2ojin.t_ x of. lo ,1+ ^ , 
t hen 
f ( x ) - R^r^^*^^ = 
T r l - 2 a l+a (n+r ) x ( l ~ x ) -i 
i f ' ( x ) + f " ( x ) 
'^ L n+r l+a (n+r) -^  
e (x) 
nr^ ' 
+ , (n+r) 
where e ^ ( x ) > o as_ (n+r) > <» . 
( 18 ) 
Theorem ( 6 . 5 ) . If "b = o ( n + r ) , and the f u n c t i o n f ( x ) 
i s hounded Lehesgue in*2S^2:!^l® ^Hl ^°» •+•"')» ^^Z | fCx) |< M, 
t hen 
R ^ ( x } h ) > f ( x ) ^ 
holdc a t aim[_ 2 2 . i ^ °L '^^^l^^illZ 9.- ^' 
In p a r t i c u l a r i f we nut r = o , we have the r e s u l t s for 
our another polynonia l R (f ,-)c)/and a^^^ain if v/e put a = o, 
t h e n r e s u l t s r educes to the r e s u l t s for modified polynomial 
P ^ ( x ) . 
^foxtmation bp (§tntuli}tii l^oipmmiuU 
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CHAPM_~_I 
P^MMIN^IES_AND_INIRODUCKON 
A. PRELIMIMRIES : 
In the sequal , present ing def in i t ions tha t are 
involved in the present work, the author proposes to 
give a br ief resume of the hitKerto obtained r e s u l t s 
against the back ground of which the problem studied 
i n the present t h e s i s suggested themselves, 
1,1, 5i2-2§£-E£2ili^-2E£ESl2£ 
In 1953 Korovkin introduced the concept of l inear 
pos i t ive operators i n approximation theory although the 
corresponding idea already occured i n 1952 i n a paper of 
2 Bohman , 
Definition (1,1,1) : (linear operator): An operator 
L(f,x) mapping C* into C* is said to be •' Linear »« if 
the domain of its existance together with its functions 
f(t) and (})(t), contains the function af(t) + b$(t) then 
L(af + b(|),x) « aL(f ,x) + b L((j),x) 
1, KoroTTkln Q-H M 
2. Bohman f l] 
( 2 ) 
where e.^'b axe any r e a l numbers. 
Definition (1 ,1 .2) (Linear posi t ive operator) : Let 
L be a l inear operator mapping C* in to C*(on. Cja,!?] into 
G[c,d] with [ c , d ]^ [ a ,h ] )we say L i s pos i t ive i f for 
each non-negative function f i n G* the r e s u l t i n g function 
L(f) i s also non-negative. 
Remark : I t follows from the def in i t ion of l inea r 
operators tha t for any two functions f and g i n G*, i f 
f < g then L(f) < L(g) , 
1,2. Agproximtion *. 
The approximation problem can be described i n the 
following way (see Lorentz ) , 
Let ^ be a s e t of functions defined on A, If f i s a 
function on a space A, Can one find a l i n e a r combination 
(1 .2 ,1) P = a^^^ + a.^^ + . . , + a.^^ , 
where (|>j 6 $ and a. are r e a l s which i s close to f ? 
1 . Lorentz [ 2 ] 
( 3 ) 
Definition (1 .2 .1) ; l e t X "be a Banach space 
of continuous functions on fa,!)]] with the norm | | . | | 
defined hy 
II f II < sup I f(x) I 
xe [a,h] 
Let $ be a subset of X. An element f on X i s cal led 
approximabie by l i nea r combination 
P « a^d)^ + ^2*2 •"• • ••' ^n^n' * i ^ '^ 
and a. are reals, if for each 6 > o, there is a polynomial 
P such that 
II f - P II < e . 
Defini t ion (1 .2 .2 ) (Degree of Approximation) : l e t 
^ * {0-} ®^ ^ sequence of funct ions, then 
E*(f) « \ ( f ) = inf II f-riB^^^+.. .+ant|)n) 1 1 , - -
(1 .2 .2) « inf II f-P II 
where p i s as defined in ( 1 . 2 . 1 ) , i s ca l led the n 
degree of approximation of f by the sequence [ i^/). 
Definit ion (1.2,3) (Best Approximation) : I f the infimum 
( 4 ) 
i n (1,2,2) a t t a i n s for some P, then P i s ca l led a l inear 
combination of "best approximation or polynomial of best 
approximation. 
Remark ( i ) * I f the p are algebraic or trigonometric 
polynomials of a given degree, then n i n (1 ,2 ,2) w i l l refer 
to the degree of the polynomials ra ther than to the number 
of functions (|)j . 
( i i ) E (f) i s also cal led the error i n approximating 
f by the polynomial P . 
The basis of the theory of approximation of functions 
of a r e a l var iable i s a theorem due to Weierstrass" which 
s t a t e s as t 
ISi2£Si-S5S-.iJj®2^SS (1 .2 ,1) • -For each function f ( x ) , 
continuous on a closed in te rva l [a,b] and for each e > o 
there i s a polynomial P(x) approximating f (x) uniformly 
with an error l e s s than 6 : 
jf (x) - P(x) I < e. 
3316 degree of approximation of function f ( x ) , 
a < X < b , by polynomials may be simply described i n terms 
j / - ^ • ^^ 
( 5 ) 
of modulus of c o n t i n u i t y . 
De f in i t i on ( 1 . 3 , 1 ) '. For each 6 > o, modulus of 
c o n t i n u i t y w(6) i s the maximuin cf |f (x ) - f (y) | fo r a l l 
a < x < b , a < y < h , |x-y | < 6; 
Wf (6)=w(6)=inax j |f (x) - f (y) Ix,y 6 [ a , h ] , |x-y | < 6 | 
The modulus of c o n t i n u i t y has the follov/ing fundamental 
p r o p e r t i e s . 
(a) w(6) > o as 6 —-> o > 
(h) w(6) > o f and non~dGcreasing ^ 
(c) w i s subadd i t i ve 
wce^+a^) < w(6^) + w(62) ; 
(d) w(5) i s con t i nuous , 
(e) w(n5) < nw(6) , 
( f ) w(X6) < (X+1) w(6)> f o r X > o . 
ReiDterk ( 1 , 5 , 1 ) : Since hy l i n e a r combinat ion, t he 
i n t e r v a l (a ,b ] may be transformed i n t o C°»l] and so modulus 
of c o n t i n u i t y may be defined i n the c losed i n t e r v a l [ o , l ] a s t 
w(6) = maxj^ | f ( x ) - f ( y ) |: x , y e [ o , l ] , | x - y | < 6 J-. 
( 6 ) 
1»4-, Certain Polynomials 
Bernstein_Polvnomials (1.4-,l) *. For a function f (x) 
defined on the closed in te rva l [o,lJ the expression 
(1.^.1) B(x) = B^(f,x) = ? f(^) n x ^ ( l - x ) ^ - - , 
i s called the Bprnstein •Dolynomial of order n of the 
function f ( x ) . B (x) i s PI r)ol3'"nom2Pl in x of desi^ee < n . 
Remark ; ( i) The expressi-^n 
P„ ^(x) = ( ) x^ (1-x) 
used in ( l ,4- . l ) are the binomial or Newbon -oroh^'bil i t i e s 
well known in the theory of p robab i l i t y . 
( i i ) B (x) i s l inear with respect to the function f (x) 
Bj^(f,x)= a^B^(f^,x)+a2Bj^(f2,x)^ if f = 81^1+^2^2 
1 
Bernstein_^Pol^omials_on_an unbounded in te rva l s (1.4,2)(Lorentz); 
Let the function f(x) be defined on the in te rva l (o ,b ) , 
b > o . To obtain the Bernstein polynomials B (f^x- j^b) for 
t h i s i n t e r v a l , we make the subs t i t u t ion y = xb" in the 
polynomial Bj^ ((j),y) of the function ^(y) =f(by),o < y < 1 
and obtain i n t h i s way ! 
1 , Lorentz [l] . 
( 7 ) 
Bj^(xib) = B ^ ( f , x ; b ) = 
bk 
where 
J„ (^ -t ) Pn..( I ) . 
Schurer^s Eol^nomial (1 .4 ,3) ! Sclmrer i n h i s repor t 
defined an analogous operator 
nr • C [o, 1 + | ] - - > c[o,l] 
in such a way tha t 
M-r ^ 
B ^ ( f . X ) = J f( 5 ) P^ , ie(^) , 
k=o 
vrtiere 
n+r , nfr-k 
and r i s a non-negative i n t ege r . 
In case r = o , i t reduces to Bernstein polynomials 
( 1 . 4 . 1 ) . 
1 , Schnrer [1] 
( 8 ) 
^eafied_Bernsteiji_jo3^2omials (1.4.4) : Let f(x) 
i s integrable on [o,l] and consider the definite integral 
P(x) = / f ( t ) dt ) 
o 
of f(x) and calculate the derivative of the polynomial 
•a "I 
B^(x), Replacing B„ "by B , we obtain (Kantorovic and 
2 
Lorentz ) 
n ^ nfl 
P^(x) = P^(f ,x) = . 1 B^(x)-
n n ^ V, ,. (lc+l)/(n+l) 
= Z ( ) x^(l.x)"-^^(n+l) / ^(,) ^ ^ 
^ ° ^ k/(n+l) 
which approximate any integrahle function f(x) and 
called Modified Bernstein Polynomial, 
Definition (1.5.1) t 
2 1/2 ^\/2 
I ^  Vnl < (^ Kr) ( ^ M') 
In th i s section, we will discuss about some formulae 
1, Kantorcwic [ l3 
2, lorentz [ 3 ] 
( 9 ) 
which wi l l constantly he used i n t h i s t h e s i s , 
Jensen es tabl i shed some formulae as *, 
n n ^ -, n-k 
(1 .6 .1) (x+y+na)^ = S ( ) xCx+ka)"""-^ fy+(n-k)a] 
k=o k 
and 
- n n k-1 n-k-1 
(1 .6 .2) (x+y)(x+y+na) •^ = Z ( ) x(x+ka) y[y+(n~k)aj 
k=o k 
which are the general izat ion of well known binomial theorem. 
Gamna_function ", If n > o, we define the gamnafunction 
as 
«> n-1 t 
(n-1); = rn = / t e dt 
0 
2 
Cheney and Sharma made use of it to state the following 
lemma : 
Lemma (1,5.1) ! The functions 
n n k + v ~ l n-k 
> yj:.1.6.3) S('i> ,n ,x ,y ) = s ( ) (x+ka) hr+(n-k)a| 
^ k=o k *- -J . 
sa^sfy the reduct ion formula 
(1.6.4-) S(^ > ,n,x,y)=x S(V - l , n ,x ,y )+na S( v ,n - l ,x+a ,y) ^ 
1. Jensen Q l ] 
2 . CSheney and Sharma \_\~\ 
( 10 ) 
Equations (1.5.1) and (1 ,5 .3) give 
(1 .6 .5) X S(o,n,x,y) = (x+y+na)*^. 
Remark (1 ,5 ,1 ) : 'By repeated use of reduct ion 
formula and by (1 ,5 .5) we have 
(1 .6 .6) S ( l ,n ,x ,y ) = Z ( ) k | a^(x+y+na)^^ 
k=o k ^ 
and 
n ^ k 
(1 .6 .7) S(2,n,x,y) = E (x+ka) ( )kl a S(l ,n-k,x+ka,y) 
k=o k 
~^ k - t Replacing k !^ / t e dt and using iDinomial theorem; 
o 
we obtain 
(1 .6 .8) S ( l , n ,x ,y ) = / e'"'^(x+y+na+W^ dt , 
o 
Similarly (1 ,5 .7) reduces to 
CO OO p 
( 1 . 6 , 9 V S(2,n,x,y) = / e dt / e"^ds (x+y+na+ta+sa)'V 
-""^  0 o '-
+ ( ns-r ) a s(x+y+na+ta+ sa ) j 
and also we can show 
OO 
- t / - , ^ . 1. „ N n - l (1.6.10) S ( l , n - l , x + a , l - x ) = / e ' ^d+na + t a ) "^  dt , 
( 1 1 ) 
00 
(1 .6 .11) S( l ,n-2,x+a, l -x+a) = / e'^'^'Cl+m+ta)^^ 
0 
(1.6.12) S( 2,11-2,x+2a ,l-2c) = 
= / e~ dt / e~ ds (x+2a)(l+na+ta+aa)+ 
o o »-
+ (i>-2)a^ s(l+na+ ta+sa)"^^ 
and 
(1.6.13) S(2,n-3,x+2a,l-x+a) = 
oo oo 
"^ o ^" ^* "^ 0 ^"^ ds[(x+2a)(l+m+ta+sa)"^5 + 
+ (n-3) a^s(l+m+ ta+sa)"^^ 1 
1.1(B),In 1912-15 S.Bernstein''- introduced the concept of the 
polynomial5 B^(x) (1.4.1) to give an especia l ly simple proof 
of the approximation theorem of Weierstrass ( 1 . 2 . 1 ) . For, 
i f f (x) i s continuous i n the closed in t e rva l [ p , l ] , then 
Bj^(x) > f(x) uniformly as n > «>. 
2 A more precise version of t h i s r e s u l t due to T.Popoviciu 
s t a t e s tha t 
o<x 
_ 1 
max |B (x) - f (x) | < I w-( n ^ ) 
; < 1 - ^ X ^ 
1 . Bernstein C 1 1 
2 . Popoviciti d 1 U 
( 12 ) 
where w- i s the uniform modulus of continuity of f 
defined i n ( 1 . 3 . 1 ) . 
Further a.G-.Lorentz proved tha t 
_ 1 _ 1 
max I B^(x) - f (x) | < 3 n ^ w^(n ^) 
o < x < l ^ " ^ ^ > 
where w^  i s the modulus of continui ty of f ( x ) . 
Later on the question arose as to the speed with 
which B (x) tends to f ( x ) . An answer to t h i s question 
has been given in d i f ferent d i r e c t i o n s . One d i r ec t ion i s 
t h a t i n which f(x) i s supposed to he a t l e a s t twice 
d i f fe ren t iah le i n a point x of [ o , l ] . 
In 1932 E.W. Voroi^skaja^ proved tha t 
X(1-x) ^ 
B^(x) - f(x) = f " ( x ) + o( i ) 
n 2n " 
A small modification of Bernstein polynomial due 
to L.A,Kantor(5vic . - malces i t possible to approximate 
Lebesgue integrable functions i n the L,-norm by modified 
Bernstein polynomials P^(f ,x) ( 1 . 4 . 4 ) . 
1. lorentz [ H 
2 . Voror^kaja Q l ] 
3 . Kantorc)viC - C I ] 
( 13 ) 
!Ito make use of t h i s polynomial P.I.,Butzer extended 
the r e s u l t of Voronowskaja , Por, i f f (x) i s continuous 
lebesgue in tegrahle defined i n [o , l l and f ' ' ( x ) e x i s t s 
a t every point x of [o,l]» 
P ( f , x ) - f (x ) = r ( l - 2 x ) f ' ( x ) + x ( l - x ) f " ( x ) l + 
^ 2(n+l) *-
f " ( x ) e 
[ l -6x( l -x ) ] + - ^ , 
6(y»+l)2 ^""^ 
where e > o as n —— > <», 
Further Chlodovsky-^ proved the r e s u l t s for the 
Bernstein polynomials B (xjh) (1,4.2) on an unbounded 
in t e rva l hy assuming b = b , a function of n which 
increases to + ~ with n and the function f(x) defined 
a t Every point^of [o, + «>). For, i f b = o(n) and f(x) 
•point 
is bounded in (o, + °°) then at any/of the continuity 
of the function f, 
B„(x;b) — > f(x). 
n 
-p /b 
Further if M(bj^ ) e " ^ > o for each p > o. 
1. Butzer Q 1 ] 
2 . Voronowskaja C I ] 
3 . Chlodovsky C l ^ 
( 14 ) 
then a t each point of continuity of the function f ( x ) , 
B^(xih) > f(x) 
1.2('B) : Our aim in the present t hes i s i s to extend 
the above r e s u l t s for different generalized polynomials. 
In chapter I I , we have extended the theorem of Bernstein, 
for our newly defined generalized polynomials A ^ ( f , x ) 
(2 ,1 ,6) and have also tes ted the degree of approximation 
of Lebesgne in tegrab le functions by i ^ ( f , x ) (2,1.6)> 
2 'S 
which includes the r e s u l t s of Popoviciu and Lorentz-'^ 
as the i r r e s u l t s have been proved for ordinary Bernstein 
polynomials ( 1 , 4 , 1 ) . In chapter I I I , VN»8 have es tabl ished 
the a^mpto t ic r e l a t i o n for A ^ ( f , x ) (2.1,6) which includes 
the r e s u l t s of Butzer^ and Voronowskaja'^ a s wel l . In 
chapter IV, we have tes ted the degree of approximation 
of Lebesgue in tegrable functions by our polynomials 
Aj^(xib) (4 .1 ,1) on an unbounded i n t e r v a l s which includes 
the r e s u l t s of Chlodovosky as a special case . 
1 , Bernstein C 1- J 
2 , Popoviciu C 1 3 
3 , lorentz C L D 
4, Butzer Q L ] 
5, Voronowska^a [] 1 3 
6, Chlodovosky C 1 ] 
( 15 ) 
In the chapter V, we have defined an other modified 
polynomial u ^ ( f , x ) (5.1,6) and t e s t ed convergence of 
(f ,x) and have also tes ted degree of approximation of 
nr 
Lehesgue in tegrable functions "by U ^ ( f , x ) (5 .1 ,6) which 
1 2 
includes the r e s u l t s of Popoviciu and Lorentz and a lso 
have es tabl i shed the asymptotic r e l a t i o n for U ^ ( f , x ) 
3 4 
which includes the r e s u l t s of Butzer-' and Voronovvskaja 
and in the l a s t we have defined the modified polynomials 
i fL(xih) (5,4.1) on an unbounded in t e rva l and tes ted the 
degree of approximation which evidently includes the r e s u l t s 
5 
of Chlodovsky , In the VI and the l a s t chapter we have 
defined a Kanto5rovit5tch type of Stancu's polynomials 
R ^ ( f , x ) ( 6 . 1 . 6 ) , and also defined Rjjp(xib) (6.4.1) on 
an unbounded i n t e r v a l s and have t e s t ed the convergence of 
I 
the polynomial and the degree of apptoximation of Lebesgue 
in tegrable functions by R ^ ( f , x ) , and by R ^ ( x ; b ) on an 
g 
unbounded i n t e r v a l s which includes the r e s u l t s of Stancu , 
Bernstein , Popoviciu , Lorentz , Voronowskaja^, Butzer*^ and 
5 Chlodovosky^ as a special cases . 
1 . Popoviciu [ I ] 
2 . Lorentz C l ] 
3 . Butzer [ 1 ] 
4 . Voronowskaja [] I ]] 
5 . Chlodovsljy f 1 ] 
6. Stancu C 1 ] 
7 . Bernstein [^  1 ] 
CHAPTER - I I 
15IEJDEC3lBE_0P_APPR0mATl0W^FUK0TI0WS__BY 
GEKERALIZEB POLYNOMIAIiS 
2 . 1 . I n 1902 Jensen e s t a b l i s h e d the i n t e r e s t i n g 
G e n e r a l i z a t i o n of the binomial theorem a s •. 
n n k -1 n-k 
( 2 . 1 . 1 ) (x+y+na) = S ( ) x(x+ka) (y+(n-k)a) t 
k=o k 
which on s u b s t i t u t i n g (n+r) for n , becomes 
n+r n+r m-T k -1 n+r-k 
( 2 . 1 . 2 ) (x+y+(n+r)a) = S ( )x(x+ka) (y+(iHT-k)a) . 
k=o k 
I f we put y = 1-x (see a l s o Cheney and Sharma ) we 
o b t a i n 
k - 1 n+r-k 
(n+r) x(x+ka) ( l - x + ( n + r - k ) a ) 
( 2 . 1 . 3 ) 1 = S ' — 
k=o n+r 
( l + ( n + r ) a ) 
t h u s s e t t i n g 
k-1 n+r-k 
n+r x(x+ka) ( l - x + ( n + r - k ) a ) 
( 2 . 1 . 4 ) v^ k ( x ; a ) = ( ) 
^ (l+(n+r)a)^'^^ 
1 . Jensen [_11 
2 . Cheney and Sharma Q l ] 
( 17 ) 
we have 
(ttt-r) 
(2 .1 .5) S p _ , .(xia) = 1 . 
Now we use (2.1.4-) to define a Kantorovic type 
polynomial cal led Generalized Polynomial i ^ ( f , x ) of 
f(x) on fo, 1 + -J ioT Lebesgue integrable functions i n 
L, -norm as 
(nfr) (k+l) / (n+r+l) 
(2 .1 .6) A" ( f ,x ) = (n+r+1) 2 ( / f ( t ) d t ) p _ Ax.a)^ 
^ k=o k / (n f r+ l ) "^»^ ' 
where Pnr ,k(xia) i s same as defined i n ( 2 . 1 . 4 ) . 
We can also have the following r e l a t i o n on subs t i t u t ing 
(n+r) for n i n equations (1 .6 .8) and (1,6.9) of Chapter I 
« 4. nfr 
(2 .1 .7) S( l ,n+r ,x ,y) = / e~"(x+y+(ni-r)a+ta) dt , 
o 
and 
oo oo n+r 
(2 .1 ,3) S(2,nrfr,x,y) = / e""*'dt / e""*d4{(x+y+(Mr»-r)a+ta+Sa) + 
0 0 L 
P n+r-1 
+(n+r)a S(x+y+(n+r)a+ta+Sa) I 
If we put r = o, we have again the following polynomials 
of degree < n, for Lebesgue in tegrable functions i n L,-norm •-
( 18 ) 
^ (k+l) / ( lH- l ) 
( 2 . 1 . 9 ) A«(f ,x) = (iw-1) Z ( / f ( t ) d t ) p ( x , a ) , 
k=o k/(n<-l) 
where 
k - 1 i>-k 
j ^ x(x+ka) ( l - x + ( n - k ) a ) 
(2 .1 .10 ) P„ v^^ ia ) = (. ^ 
( l + m ) ' ' 
n ,k 1^  
and i n p a r t i c u l a r i f we put a = o , our polynomials ( 2 . 1 . 9 ) 
r e d u c e s to the modified JBernstein Polynomials (1.4-.4-). 
2 . 2 , The prohlem of de te rmin ing the order and degree 
of approximat ion by Be rns t e in polynomials has "been cons idered 
1 2 3 
by Be rns t e in , Popoviciu and l o r e n t z , Hie i r r e s p e c t i v e 
r e s u l t s a r e as fo l lows ; 
THEOREM A *. For a f u n c t i o n f ( x ) bounded on [ o , l ] , 
the r e l a t i o n 
l im B (x) = f ( x ) 
n -• o* 
ho ld s a t each p o i n t of c o n t i n u i t y x of f; and the r e l a t i o n 
h o l d s uniformCLy on [ o , l ] i f f ( x ) i s cont inuous on t h i s 
i n t e r v a l . 
1 . B e r n s t e i n C 1 J 
2 . Popovicu C I ] 
3. Ibrentz [ 1 ] 
( 19 ) 
THEOREM B : If f (x) is continuous and w(6) the 
modulus of continuity of f(x), then 
I f (x) - B„(x) I < - w( n ^ ) . 
THEOREM C : If w, (6) is modulus of continuity of 
f«(x), then 
|f(x)-3^(x)| < - n ^ w^Cn ^ ) 
n - ^ X 
The purpose of t h i s chapter i s to extend the r e s u l t s 
of Bernstein , Popoviciu and Lorentz by our newly defined 
Generalized polynomials (2 ,1 .5) for Lehesgue in tegrable 
functions i n L.-norm : Infac t our r e s u l t s axe as follows; 
^OREM (2.2.1) t I f IfS^esgue in tegrable function 
f (x ) i s bounded on jo, 1 + - J , then for o < ^ ^ 0Cjj3;.~'^ n^+r^  
the re la t ion 
I A^(f,x) - f(x) i < e 
holds at each goint of continuity of f (x)*, ajid the relation 
1. Bernstein C 1 ] 
2 . Popoviciu [ 1 1 3 
3 . lorentss Q 1 1 
( 20 ) 
Ijolds u n i f o r ^ ^ on [o, 1 + ^J i f f(x) i s continuous on 
t h i s i n t e r v a l , 
mEORM (2 ,2 .2) : If f (x) i s £2Bii2H2!i5 5®]^ ® S^!i2 
i n t e ^ a b l e function on fo, 1 + ^ j , and w(6) i s the modulus 
of cont inui ;^ of f ( x ) , then for a = a = o ( ^ - ) , we have 
I A^(f,x) - f(x)| < -w( --L== ). 
TIffiORM (2 .2 .5) : I f f (x) i s continuous i e b ^ g u e 
of f ' ( x ) , for a = a ^ = o( jjp- ) , we have 
4-»J(nfr) -viCn+r) 
2 .3 . lEMM^ 
We need the following lemmas for the proof of our 
r e s u l t s : 
LMM (2,3 .1) t For a l l values of x , we have 
(nrfr) (nfr)x 
2 Icp ^(x ;a ) < . 
k=o °^»^ 1+a 
( 21 ) 
PROOF : We have 
(in-r) 
k -1 iir*-r-k 
(n+r) n+r x(x+ka) ( l - x + ( t t f r - k ) a ) 
k=o k n+r 
( l + ( n + r ) a ) 
(n f r )x ^^^^ ^^_,^ 1^ _^  n+r-k 
= _ — E ( )(x+ka) ( l -x+( r r i - r -k )a ) , 
nfr k=l k -1 
(l+(iM-r)a) 
(iH-r)x n+r -1 n + r - l /i 
= S ( ,/ ) (x+iUa+a) • 
n+r M=o ^ 
( l + ( n f r ) a ) 
nrfr-iU-l 
• [ l -x+ (iH-r-jti-l) a ] , 
(m-r)x 
= sCl jn- tT- l jX+tt j l -x) , 
nfr 
( l+ (n+r )a ) Qjy (^j. G - 3 ; 
us ing equa t ion ( 2 , 1 , 7 ) , we have 
(iH-r)x oo n f r - 1 
s / e" ( l + ( n + r ) a + t a ) d t , 
n+r o 
( l+ (n+r )a ) 
f^^ \ « +« n+r -1 n + r - l 
= / e~^(l+ ) d t ( l+( iw-r )a ) , 
( l + ( n f r ) a ) ^ ^ ° l + ( n * r ) a 
( 22 ) 
l + ( n + r ) a 
(n+r)x «, - ( J )u n f r - 1 •^^(^^^>^^ 
_«_ — / e (1+u) du 9 
(l+(rw-r)a) ° 
(n+r)x oo - ( | +nH-r)u ( n + r - l ) u 
< / e ^ « du, 
" 0 
a 
(n+r)x ~ - ( - + l ) u 
= / e « du, 
a o 
(nf r )x „ _^, ^ 
/ e du» , 
1+a o 1+a 
(i3+r)x „ _ j ^ , 





k=o " " » " " 1+a ^ ^ Pnr.k^^''^^^ ^ 
which completes t h e proof of Lemma ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) . 
y lEMMA ( 2 , 3 . 2 ) t For a l l v a l u e s of x , we have 
.2 (n f r ) x+2a (n+r -2 )a ' 
E k ( k - l ) P j ^ l5.(xia)< ( n f r ) ( n + r - l ) x ( + ) . 
^ ' ( l + 2 a ) ^ ( l + 3 a ) ' 
( 23 ) 
N / £529? : We have 
(n+r) 
2 k (k - l ) p ^ i^(xia) = 
k=o nr ,k 
(n+r)(in-r-l)x ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ k-1 n+r-k 
S ( ) (x+ka) ( l-x+(n+r-k)a) , 
(l-H(n+r)a)^-^^ k=2 k-2 
(n+r) (nf r - l )x ( ^ ^ . 2 ) n+r-2 
(l+(n+r)a) 
v+l nf r - V-2 
n+r V =0 
( ^ )(x+Va+2a) ( l -x+(n+r -p -2 )a ) , 









/ e dt / e~*d6 /(x+2a)(l+(n+r)a+ta+sa)+ 
+ (n+r-2)a s(l+(n+r)a+ta+fea) n+r-3 
(n+r)(i i+r-l)x g 
.-t. .'^ n+r-3 + a / e" dt / ie~^(l+(n+r)a+ta+Sa)d^ 
(l+(iw-r)a) '^ ' ' ° ° 
(2 .3 .1) = I^ + Ig , ( s ay ) 
F i r s t we evaluate I . 
( 24 ) 
(n+r) (nf r - l ) ~ + ~ - (ta+sa) ^ t^-^ 
I^ = xix+2a) f e"" d t / e~ ' ( l+— >d4 
(l+(rw-r)af' ° ° (l+(rH-r)a) 
ta+&a 
(n+r)(n+r- l ) «» ^ ~ ^ I+U+r)a 
< x(x+2a) / e" dt / e" e ds, 
" ( l+(n+r)a)^ ^ ° 
l+2a 
(n+r)(in-r-l) ^ ~ t ( ) 
= x(x+2a) / e l+(n+r)a ^^ ^ 
(l+iH-r)a)^ ° 
l+2a 
. / e d i , 
0 
(i i+r)(n+r-l) ~ . , l+(n+r)a , 
x(x+2a)/ e~^ ( ) At. 
(1 (rH-r)a)^ ° ^"'^a 
«• - S ' l+(n+r)a 
' ' • / e ( ) dS ' , 
o l+2a 
(n+r) (nf r - l ) « oo 
x(x+2a) / e ^ dt« / e ^ ds* , 
(l+2a) o o 
and therefore 
(nrfr)(nfr-l) 
(2.3.2) L < x(x+2a) , 
X — 2 
( l+2a) 
and now we ©v^tlw-te 
oo 
I = / e"^ d t 
'^  rtfr o 
, «_4 iM-r-3 
( 25 ) 
(nfr ) (lii-r-l) (n+r-2)xa 
(l+(nH-r)a) 
•J-se (l+(iw-r)a+ta+Sa) dg, 
(n+r)(rHT-l)(nfr-2) 
= xa / e" dt • 
( l+(n+r)a) 
oo ta+Soc nfr--3 
•/ S e"*(l+ ) ds, 
° l+(n+r)a 
(n+r)(n+r-l)(n+r-2) « ~ + 
< xa"^ / e~^ dt-
(l+(nH^)a)5 tS^sa 
(nfr-3)( ) 
<» _5 l+(n+r)a 
• / s e " e ds, 
0 
l+3a 
(l+(»i-r)a)^ ° l+3a 
-s ( ) 
0 
oo 
(n+r)(ttfr-l)(iw-r-.2) o ~ _+? ~ _ct 




( 26 ) 
(n+r)(nfr-l)(tt»-r-2) „ 
(2.3.3) Ig < xa ; 
(l+3a)^ 
and therefore (2.3.1), (2.3.2) and (2.3.3) gives 
(n+r) x+2a (n+r -2 )a 
Z k ( k - l ) p ^ j^(xia) < ( n + r ) ( n + r - l ) x ( + ) 
^ - ° * " ( l+2a )^ ( l + 3 a ) ^ 
which completes t h e proof of Lemma ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) . 
LMMA ( 2 . 3 . 3 ) .' JFor a l l v a l u e s o f x e [ o t l + l j and 
for a = a = o( - - - ) , we have 
n+r 
(n+r) ( k + l ) / ( n + r + l ) p 
(E+r+l) £ ( / ( t - x ) ' ' d t ) p _ , (x ,o : )^ 
k=o k/ini-T+1) ^*^ 
x( l - .x) 
(n+r) 
PROOF : We have 
(n+r) ( l c+ l ) / (n+r+l ) « 
(nfr+1) S ( / ^ ( t - x ) ' ' d t ) p _ - (x , a ) 
k=o k / ( n + r + l ) ^'^ 
(n+r) 2 2]cx+x k'^+k 1 
= Z (x*^  + . + 5 )p , ( x , a ) 
k=o nfr+1 (n+r+iy 3(n*-r+l)'^ ^'^ 
P 1 2(n+r)x^ 
< x^ ( + x ) + 
(n+r+1) 1+a 
( 27 ) 
1 r rx+2a (n+r-2)a^ 
(n+r-nf L L ( i+2a) ( l+3a)^ J 
2(n+r)x •) 1 
+ + , (by lenma (2 .3 .1 ) and ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) ) 
1+cy -I 3(rH-r+l) ' ^ ^ 
< _ --_ be ( l - x ) + a | x ( l - x ) ( 2 (n+r)+9)+x \ + 
" ( n + r ) ( l + a ) ( ] + 2a )^ ( l+3a)^ L L J 
+ a^ | x ( l - ^ ) ( l 7 ( r ^ - r ) + ' ^3 ) t9x l + 
4 cy"| r - 0 - x ) ( 5 7 ( r + r ) - 1 3 ) ^ 7(n+r)x'^+T(5 (n+r)^^35 ) | + 
•* a ^ / X (1-x) (96(n+^)-l'1-^ )+86(r)+r)x'^-^x(65-12 (n+r) ) | T-
+ a ' I x ( l - x ) ( 5 4 ( n + r ) - 2 l C ) + l G 2 ( r + r ) x ^ + 
+ x(4-(n+r)"'-12(ri+^)+ 46)"l + 
+ a ^ l - 1 0 8 x ( l - x ) + 108(n+r)x^ I j + , 
^ -^  3 (n+r )^ 
< »_ -^ ^ f o r a = a ^ = o ( -—: ) and l a r g e (n+r) 
x(l- .x) 1 
(n+r) 
which completes the proof of Lemma ( 2 . 3 . 3 ) . 
2 . 4 . P500F__0F_THE0REMS 
2S££?_QL^5PMM ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) : i f the func t ion f (x) i s 
hounded, say |f (x) j < M i n o < x < 1 + ^ , and x a point 
( 28 ) 
of cont inui ty , for a given e > o we can find a 6 > o 
such tha t | x - x ' | < 6 implies 
|f(x) - f ( x ' ) I < e / 2 . 
We have 
1 A ^ ( f , x ) - f(x) I = 
(n+r) (k+l) /(n+r+l) 
= (n+r+l) S ( / | f ( t ) - f ( x ) | d t ) p (x' ,a), 
k=o k/(n+r+l) " ^ ' ^ 
(k+l)/(rH-r+l) 
= (n+r+1) 2 ( / | f ( t ) - f ( x ) | d t ) p , (x;a)+ 
|t-.x|<6 k/(n+r+l) "^•^• 
(k+l ) / (nf r+l ) 
+ (n+r+1) Z ( / f ( t ) - f ( x ) | ) p , (x;a)> 
t -x |>6 k/(n+r+l) ^*^ 
(2 .4 .1 ) « I5 + I^ ^ (say) 
F i r s t , we now estiiBate I_ 
(k+1)/(n+r+1) 
I , =(n+r+1) S ( / | f ( t ) - f ( x ) | d t ) p . (x i a ) , 
5 | t -x |<6 k/(n+r+l) ^*^ 
g (n+r) (k+1)/(n+r+1) 
< I (n+r+1) E ( / d t )p ^(x;a) > 
" ^ k=o k / (n f r+ l ) °^»^ 
p ("by hypothesis) 
(2.4..2) = I . 
( 29 ) 
Now we evaluate I . 
(k+l)/(n+r+l) 
I , = (n+r+1) S ( / | f ( t ) - f ( x ) | d t ) p _ , (x-,a), 
'^ l t -x |>6 k/ (»fr+l) " ^ ' ^ 
(k+l)/(n+r+l) 
< 2M(n+r+l) S ( / 'i't)Pvxr v(^»«) ' 
| t -x |>6 k/(n+r+l) ™ »^^  
(by hypothesis) 
p (n+r) (k+l ) / (nf r+l ) 
< 2M(n+r+l) 6"'^ Z ( / ( t - x ) ' ^d t )p^ ^ ( x j a ) , 
k=o k/(rH-r+l) "^»^ 
Since x ( l -x ) < 7 on [o , l ] E: | o , 1 + 1 J and hence by 
Lemma ( 2 . 5 . 3 ) , we get 
2M 6"^ 
(2 .4 .3) < 
4-(iw-r) 
and hence ( 2 . 4 . 1 ) , (2.4.2) and (2 .4 .3) gives us 
- M 
1 A^(f,x) - f(x)| < 1+ > 
2(n+r)6^ 
(2.4.4) I J ^ ( f , x ) - f (x) I < e i for i f (n+r) i s su f f ic ien t ly 
l a r g e . 
( 30 ) 
Final ly i f f(x) i s continuous i n the whole in t e rva l 
{o, 1 + 5 1» *5^ ®^ (2.4,4) holds with a 6 independent of x 
and therefore A ^ ( f , x ) > f(x) uniformly. 
T/?hich completes the proof of theorem ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) , 
PROOF OF THEOREM (2.2 ,2) : For a r b i t r a r y x^jX^ i n 
Fo, 1 + - J and a 6 > o, we denote X = X(x^, Xgifi) the 
in teger [ Ix^-x^l 6~"'- J ; the difference f (x^)- f (x2) i s 
then sum of (X+1) differences of f(x) on i n t e r v a l s of length 
l e s s than 6. therefore 
I f (x^) - f(x2) I < (X+1) w(6). 
Thus i t follows t h a t 
I A ^ ( f , x ) - f(x)(< 
(nt-r) (k+l) / (n+r+l) 
< (nrfr+l) Z ( / | f ( x ) - f ( t ) l d t ) p _ , ( x i a ) , 
k=o k/(n+r+l) ^*^ 
(n*r)(lc+r)/(^3:+l) 
< (n+r+1) w(6) £ ( / , , [ l+X(x,t ' ,6)]dt)p i_(x;a), 
k«o k/(n+r+1) "^*^ 
Ait¥t) (k+1)/(n+r+1) 
= (n+r+l)w(6) E ( / "i*) P ^ v^^i"' > + 
^-k^o k / ( n+r+1) ™ »^^  
( 31 ) 
(k+l) /(n+r+l) 
+ 2 ( / X(x , t ;6) p j . ( x j a ) , 
X>1 k/(n+r+l) ^ » ^ -" 
r 1 T (k+l)/(n+r+l) 
=(n+r+l) w(6) +6" '^ Z ( / | x - t | d t ) ' 
L (n+r+1) X>1 k/(DH-r+l) 
•Pnr,k^^'«^} 
< w(6) 1 + 6 " " ^ ^ L . ( x - t ) ' ^d t )p ( x i a ) , 
L k=o k/ (n+r+1) ™^»^ J 
s ince x ( l - x ) < T on 0)»^1— [o, 1+ ^J and there-fore by 
Lemma ( 2 , 3 . J ) , we have 
| A ^ ( f , x ) - f ( x ) | < w ( 6 ) [ 1+ 6-2( ) 1 , 
" '- 4(rrt-r) -• 
1 
For 6 = ^ we ge t our r e q u i r e d r e s u l t 
J ( n f r ) 
5 1 
I A ^ ( f , x ) - f ( x ) | < - w ( ) 
which completes the proof of theorem (2.2^2). 
X f PROOF_OP_IHEpREM (2.2.3) : We have 
(2.4-. 5) [f(x^)-f(x2)]=(x^-X2)f(tl)=(x-L-X2)f'(x3^)+(Xi-X2)-
.[f'(u)-f(x3^) 1 , 
( 52 ) 
where x. < u < Xp, Ihe absolute value of the l a s t term 
does not exceed 
j x^-Xg I (X+1) w^(6) , 
where 
X = X (x^,X2',6) 
Prom ( 2 , 4 . 5 ) , we have 
A ^ ( f , x ) - f(x) I = 
(iM-r) r- (k+l) /(n+r+l) -,1 
= [(n+r+1) s i / , ( f ( x ) - f ( t ) ) d t } p _ a x i a ) 
k=o '' k/(iDrt-r+l) J nr,K: j | , 
(iw-r) (k+l) / (n+r+l) 
= IRn+r+l) E f / ^ (x - t ) f» (x )d t ) p (x-,a)J| + 
"• k=o k/(in-r+l) ^ » ^ -* 
(n+r) (k+l)/(in-r+l) 
+ jRnf r+ l ) I C / ( x - t ) ( f ( u ) - f ' ( x ) d t ) -
k=o k/(n+r+l) 
• P i i r , k ^ ^ ' ' « ^ ] ' ' 
(nf r ) . X 2k+l . 
< Idw-r+l) Z j - - - 5 U t (x)p (xva) | + 
k=o L(n+r+l) 2(n+r+l)'^J °^»^ 
(n+r) (k+l) / (n+r+l) 
+ w^(6)(nfr+l) Z ( / x- t ((X+Ddtj p (xja) , 
^ k«o k/(n+r+l) ™ »^^  
(t(y hypothesis) 
( 33 ) 
(n+r) k 1 
k=o '' (n+r+1) 2(n+r+l)^ ^ » ^ 
(n+r) (k+l) /(n+r+l) 
+WT(6)(n+r+l)| S ( / ^ | x - t | d t ) p (x;a)+ 
••• ^ k=o k/(nfr+l) "^»^ 
(k+l) /(n+r+l) 
+ 2 ( / , l x - t |X (x , t ; 6 )d t )p j - (x ;a) ] , 
X>1 k/(iM-r+l) ^*^ -* 
(n+r)x ^ 
< |(x ) f (x) I + 
(l+a)(n+r+l) 2(n+r+l) 
r(n+r) (k+l)/(n+r+i;) , 
+ WT(6)(nfr+l) 2 ( / ^ | x - t |d t )p ( x ; a ) J . 
'^  k=o k/(n+r+l) * 
T (nfr) (k+l ) / (nf r+l ) 
+ w,(6)(n+r+l)l 6 ^ S ( / (x - t ) ' ^d t )p_ i,(x-,a)l 
^ L k=o k/(iH-r+l) "^»^ -*' 
F i r s t we evaluate Ic-
0 
(n+r)x 1 
I = |(x ) f ( x ) 
^ (l+a)(n+r+l) 2(in-r+l) 
x(l+a)(n+r+l)-(]H-r)x 1 
2( l+a)(nfr+l) 2(nH-r+l) 
( 34 ) 
(2x-l)(l+a)+2(n+r)xa 
f.(x) I , 
2(l-a)(n+-r+l) 
M 
(2.4,7) < > 
(in-r) 
1 
where as |f« (x) | < M and a = a = o( ) and for large (n+r) 
n+r 
Now we evaluate 
(n+r) (k+l)/(rrt-r+l) _ 
Ig = w (6)(n+r+l)[ 2 ( / ^ | x - t | d t ) p (xva)J 
^ -^  ^ k=o lc/(n+r+l) "^»^ •• • 
Now applying Caucliy's inequa l i ty in the ahove equation, 
we have 
1 
rXn+v) (k+l) /(n+r+l) 1 ^ i 2 
< WT(6)(n+r+l)N S / ( | x - t |p? (x' ,a)rdt f' 
" -^  ^'-k=o k/(n+r+l) nr ,k -' 
(n+r)(k+l) / (n+r+l) ^ , , o l l 1 
• { 2 / , ( P ^ j^(x;a))2dt }^ ] , 
'- k=o k/(n+r+l) ^ *^ - ' J 
r r (n+r)(k+l)/(n+r+l) p i 
= WT(6) \ (n+r+1) E ( / ( t~x) ' 'dt p _ j , ( x i a ) ) | ^ . 
•^  L i k=o k/(n+r+l) ™^»^ J 
. (n+r) (k+l) /(n+r+l) I , 
.{(n+r+1) 2 ( / ^ d t )p i ,(x' ,a)}' ' , 
L k=o k/(n+r+l) ™»^ -» J ' 
r (n+r)(k+l)/(n+r+l) r, -.i 
= w (6) (n+r+1) E ( / ( x - t ) 2 d t ) p _ i . (x i a )}% 
^ L k=o k/(n+r+l) ^ » ^ -' 
( 35 ) 
r 1 T I 
< w, (6) (by lemma (2 ,3 .3) and 
- ^ I 4(n+r) J ' 
also since (1-x) ^ T on 
^ [o , l ]c [o , l+ | ] ) 
(2.4.8) < w^(6) --• , 
2j(n+r) 
In the l a s t we estimate I „ 
, (n+r) (k+l) /(n+r+l) p 
I„ = w, (6)(nfr+l) 6 -^  S ( / (x - t ) ' ^d t )p_ , (x.oj 
' ^ *- k=o k/(n+r+l) ^*^ 
using the-lemma (2.3.3) and the fact that x ( l - x ) < j 
on [ p , l ] C [ o, 1 + I J, we get 
(2.4.9) < WT(6) r 6"^  ( ) 1 • 
' ^ ^ 4(n+r) J ' 
and hence (2 .4 .6 ) , (2 .4 .7 ) , (2.4.8) and (2.4.9) give us 
M 1 | A ^ ( f , x ) - f ( x ) | < +WT(6) 
" ("+^) 2 j ( ^ ) 
+ WT (8) ( ^ ' 
•^  4(iw-r) 
M r 1 &"1 1 
« + w^  (6) + —r 
(^•'^^ '^  2 j ( ^ 4(n+r) "' ' 
1 
Per 6 = , we obtain 
•J(n+r) 
( 36 ) 
M 1 r 3 ••• 1 
(n+-r 
5 1 1 1 
= _ w^( ) + 0 ( ) • 
4 Jim^) J (n+r ) ^+^ 
which completes the proof of theorem (2 ,2 ,3 ) • 
2 . 5 . If we put r = o, then our theorems reduces to 
the following r e s u l t s a,gain due to author for the polynomial 
( 2 . 1 , 9 ) . 
Corollary; (2.5.1) : If f (x) i s Lehesgue in tegrahle 
5°HB§^^ ^&£J^i2£ 9^ &»-'-3» ii}£B t.2-£. ° ^ °- ~ " n ~ °^n^' 
the ge l a t ion 
lim A°J(f,x) = f(x) 
i n t e r v a l . 
Corollarjj; ( 2 . 5 , 2 ) ; If f (x) i s continuous l£|iesgue 
in tegrahle on [ o , l ] aM w(6) i s modulus of con t imi t j^ of 
f (x ) , then for oc = a = o ( i ) , we have 
I A^(f,x) -f(x) I < I w( A- ). 
( 37 ) 
Corollar^r (2.5.3) '. If f (x) i s a continuous Ijetesgue 
i n t e ^ a b l e on [o , l ] such tha t i t s f i r s t der ivat ive i £ 
hounded and i f wX6) i s the modulus of continuity; of f ' ( x ) , 
then for a = a^ = o ( - ) , w§ have 
— n n ' 
If again we put a = o, the above c o r o l l a r i e s reduces to 
Corollarj;^ (2.5.4-) * l e t f he a Lehesgue i n t e ^ a h l e 
hounded function on £o , l ] , then the r e l a t i o n 
* 
I Pj^(f,x) - f(x) I < e ^ 
holds a t each point of cont inui ty x of f(x)' , and the 
r e l a t i o n holds uniformly on | p , l j i f f(x) i s continuous 
on t h i s interval , , 
Corolla^j; (2,5.5) : Let, f be a continuous Lebesgue 
in tegrable function on [p»\] %Sd w(6) be. the modulus of 
continuity, of f, then 
1 P^(f ,x) - f (x) I < ^ w ( - ^ ) . 
4- -Jn 
Corollary (2,5.6) : If f i £ a continuous Lebesgue 
1 , Anwar Ifeibib and t.umar [jtl 
( 38 ) 
in tegrable function on lp , l j such tha t i t s . f i r s t der ivat ive 
h§. ^o.unded and i f w^(6) i s tlae_ ino_dulus_ of cont inui ty of_ 
f ' ( x ) , then 
3 1 1 T 
|P ( f , x ) - f ( x ) | < - - - - wC--- ) + 0 ( i ) . 
Remark *, Our theorems also includes the r e s u l t s of 
Bernstein, Lorentz and Popoviciu proved for ordinary 
Bernstein polynomials while our r e s u l t s ex i s t for tj'-pical 
(Jeneralized Bernstein type polynomials. 
CHAPm_-__III 
3 , 1 , A ques t ion a r i s e s about t h e r a p i d i t y of 
convergence of Be rns t e in polynomials ^ ( f , x ) of f ( x ) . 
An answer t o t h i s ques t ion has been given i n d i f f e r e n t 
d i r e c t i o n s . One d i r e c t i o n i s t h a t i n which f (x) i s 
Supposed to be a t l e a s t twice d i f f e r e n t i a b l e a t a p o i n t 
X of [ 0 , 1 ] . I n 1932 E.W.Vorownska^ja"'- proved the r e s u l t : 
THEORM A : I f f (x ) i s bounded i n [ o , l ] and f " ( x ) 
e x i s t s a t a po in t of [ o , l ] , t h e n 
x ( l - x ) 
l im n [ f (x) - Bj^(f,x)J = f " ( x ) . 
n -* «> 2 
I n p a r t i c u l a r , i f f ' ' ( x ) ^ o , the d i f f e r ence 
f ( x ) - B ( f , x ) i s e x a c t l y of o rder n" . 
Moreover, i f f ( x ) i s l ebesgue i n t e g r a b l e over t h e 
c lo sed i n t e r v a l [ o , l J , P . I . B u t z e r extended Theorem A 
f o r modified B e r n s t e i n polyiaomial ( 1 , 4 , 4 ) i n L,-norm, 
1 . VorcJjwslcaja [ 1 ] 
2 . Butzer Q l 3 
( 40 ) 
His r e s u l t i s *, 
mEOkjEM B : If f(x) i s defined i n [ o , l ] , |f (x)|_< M, 
then a t every point x e \p,l] where f • ' (x) e x i s t s 
l im (n+l) [ P^ ( f , x ) - f (x ) ] = l [ ( l - 2 x ) f • ( x ) + 
n -* » 
+x( l -x ) f» ' (x ) ] 
3 ,2 , i n t h i s chapter, we propose to prove an analogous 
r e s u l t for the new polynomials defined i n the preceding 
cliapter, so as to include the r e s u l t s of Butzer and 
Vorownskaja as special cases . 
We e s t ab l i sh the following theorem *, 
Ti^RSM (3.2,1) : l e t f (x) be bounded Lebesgue 
in tegrable function with i t s f i i ' s t der ivat ive i n [o,l+ -
and sugpose tha t the second der iva t ive f» ' (x ) e x i s t s a t a 
we have 
lim (n+r)[f(x)-A°L(f ,x)] = - l [ ( l - 2 x ) f • ( x ) + 
( n f r ) - <» 
+ x(l-x)f"(x)] 
( 41 ) 
3.3. ^22L2?L-5525^ (3.2.1) 
In view of the Taylor 's theorem, as f " ( x ) e x i s t s 
a t X, 
(3 .3 .1) f ( t ) = f ( x ) + ( t - x ) f « ( x ) + ( t - x ) 2 [ | f««(x)+ \ ( t - x ) J 
where ^ (h) i s bounded, | \ ( h ) | < H for a l l h and converges 
to zero with h. 
Multiplying the equation (3 .3 .1 ) by ( n + r + l ) p ^ j5.(x,'a) 
and in t eg ra t ing i t from k/(n*-r+l) to (k+l ) / (n+r+l ) , then 
on summing i t we get 
(n+r) (k+l)/(n+r+l) 
(nfrs-1) Z ( / f ( t ) d t ) p Axia) = 
k=o k/ (nfr+l ) ^ » ^ 
(n+r) (k+l) /(n+r+l) 
= (n+r+1) 2 ( / f (x )d t ) p ^(x-,a) + 
k=o k/(n:fr+l) ^ » ^ 
(n+r) (k+l)/(n+r+1) 
+ (n+r+1) Z ( / ^ ( t -x) f«(x)d t )p , ( x i a ) + 
k=o k/ ( n+r+1) "^»^ 
, (nfr ) (k+l) / (n+r+l) « 
+ i (n+r+1) 2 ( / ( t -x )^ f ' » (x )d t ) -
"^  k«o k / ( n+r+1) 
*Pvm v(xia)+ (n+r)(k+l)/(n.-r+l) „ ^ » ^ 
+ (n+r+l) Z ( / ( t - x ) ' ^ \ ( t - x ) d t ) p _ ^(x,-a) , 
k=o k/(iw-r+l) ^ » ^ 
(3 .3 .2) = I^+ 1^+ I^ + I 4 , ( say ) . 
( 4-2 ) 
How f i r s t we evaluate I_ 
(nfr) (k+l) / (nf r+l ) 
I = (n+r+1) I ( / ^ f (x)di^p ^ (x ia ) 
•'• k=o k/( n+r+1) ™ »^^  
(3 .3 .3) = f ( x ) . 
and then 
(n+r) (k+1)/(n+r+1) 
I = (n+r+1) S ( / ( t - x ) f ' ( x ) d t ) p , (xia) 
'^ k=o k/(n+r+l) ^ ^^ 
(n+r) 2k+l x 
= (n+r+l) E ( ) f ' ( x ) p , ( x i a ) ' 
~^® 2(n+r+l)'=' (n+r+1) 
2(n+r)x+(l+a) 
< ( x) f ( x ) , 
2(n+r+l)(l+a) 
1-2X 1 
(3 .3 .4) < ( ) f«x), for a = a =o( ) and large(n+r) 
2 (n+r) n+r 
Now we evaluate I_ 
T (IW-T) (k+1)/(n+r+1) 
I = ^ (n+r+1) S ( / ^ ( t - x ) ' ^ f " ( x ) d t ) p (xja) , 
^ '^ k=o k/ (n+r+l) ^ > ^ 
Using lemraa ( 2 . 3 . 3 ) , we get 
T x ( l -x ) 
(3 .3 .5) I , < \ f " ( x ) . 
( 43 ) 
In the l a s t we evaluate I ^ 
(n+r) (k+l)/(iM-r+l) ^ 
I , =(n+T+l) Z ( / ( t - x r ^ ( t - x ) d t ) -
^ k=o k/(n+-r+l) 
Let e > o, tie a rb i t r a ry and 6 > o such tha t | ^ (h) |< e 
for |h | < 6. Thus breaking up the sum I . in to two par t s 
corresponding to those values of t for which j t -x j < 6 and 
those for which | t - x | > 6, and s ince i n the given range of 
t , |k / (nf r ) - x | / ^ | t ~ x j , we have 
II4I < e S 
(k+l) / (n+r+l) 
Z (n+r+l)p , ( x i a ) | / |k/(ft*-r)-xi<& ^*^ k/(rH-r+l) 
•(t-x)^dt I + 
(k+l ) / (nf r+l ) 
+ H E ^ >. (iw-r+l)p ( x j a ) | / d t | , 
| k / ( n f r ) - x | e s * k/(n+r+l) 
5 6 / 
e 
|Xnl < | { x ( l - x ) } | by Lemma (2.3.3) and 
^ (n^-r) •-for a = a„ = o ( ~ x ) nr ^ n+-r) 
(k+l) / (n+r+l) 
Ig = (n+r+l) H S ( / d t )p i^(xia) . 
^ |k / (n+r)-x |>6 k/(nH-r+l) "^»^ 
= (nfr+l) H Z p (xia) — i . 
|k/(ni-r)-x|>6 ^*^ (n+r+1) 
( 44 ) 
But i f 6 = (nfr)""P , o < p < i (see Lorentz"^) 
then for a = a ^ = o ( ^ ~ y ) 
S o P„^ v(xia) < C(n+r)~ , 
|k/(n+r)-x|>(n+r)"P ^*^ 
for V> 0, the constant C = G ( p , v ) , 
e e 
Whence I^ < < for a l l (n+r)-
^ (n+r+1) (n+r ) 
-suff ic ient ly la rge and therefore i t follov/s readi ly that 
e 
(3 .3 .6) 1. < —-— , for Suff ic ient ly large (n+r) . 
^ (n+r) 
Hence ( 3 . 3 . 2 ) , ( 3 .3 .3 ) , ( 3 . 3 . 4 ) , (3 .3 .5) and (3.3.6) 
give .iis 
(n+r) (k+l) / (n+r+l) 
(n+r+1) E ( / f ( t ) d t )p <xia) 
k=o k/(n+r+l) "^»^ 
l-2x x ( l -x ) nr 
= f (x) + + f " ( x ) + , 
2(n+r) 2 (n+r) (n+r) 
and hence f i na l l y we get 
lim (n+r)[f(x)-A°L(f,x)]= - i [(l-2x)f '(x) + 
(n+r)-» «) xiL 2 
+ x( l -x ) f ' • (x)] 
1 , lo ren tz C l D 
( 45 ) 
where e _ > o as (n+r) > 
Which completes the proof. 
3 ,4 , If we put r = o, the above r e s u l t reduces to 
the following corol lary again due to au thor , 
1 
52I2it?£^ (5 ,4 ,1) : If f(x) i s bounded Lebesgue 
integrable function with i t s f i r s t der ivat ive i n [p , l ] 
and suppose tha t the second der ivat ive f ' ' ( x ) e x i s t s 
at_ a ce r t a in point x of jo, l ] , then for a = a =o ( -r^- ) 
we have 
l im n [ f ( x ) - A ^ ( f , x ) ] = i [( l -2x)f • (x)+x(l-x)f " (x) ] 
If we put again a = o, the above Corollary reduces 
to theorem B, 




4.1. If the function f(x) is defined on the interval 
(a,b), h > o, the Bernstein polynomial B (f,x}'b) for this 
interval is given hy 
n hk 
B (xih) = B (f,x;h) = Z f ( ) Pn J 1 )» 
^ ^ k=o n "'^ "^  
where 
Let the Lebesgue in tegrahle function f(x) he defined 
on the in te rva l ( o , b ) , b > o . To obtain the new Generalized 
polynomial A" ( f ,x ib ) for t h i s i n t e r v a l , we make the 
Subst i tu t ion y = xb i n the polynomial Aj^((|),y) of the 
function '., \ 0(y) = f (by) , o < y < 1 + ^ and obta in 
(4 - . l , l ) A ^ U i b ) = A^(f ,x- ,b) = 
(n+r) (k+l)/(n+r+i) 
= (n+r+1) 2 ( / f ( t b ) d t ) p _ , ( | ; a) . 
k=o k / (nf r+l ) "^»^ ^ 
where 
(4 .1 .2) p _ ^ (J -a ) =("•") 
^ ^ ( | ) ( ^ +ka)^-^( l - ^4-(i>fr-k)a)"*'' '^ 
( l+(nfr )a)"^ ' ' 
( 47 ) 
such tha t 
(n+r) y 
(4.1.3) S P^^ . ( B » «^ = 1 
If we put r = 0, we obtain another polynomial of 
degree < n 
A^(x,h) = A^ ( f ,x ib) = 
n (k+l) / (n+l) y 
(4.1.4) = (nrt-1) Z ( / f ( t h ) d t ) p (^ ,a) 
k=o k/(n+l) r ,k b 
where 
(4 .1 .5) Pnk^*»^^ = U 
^ {pi I +ka) " " (1 - |+(n-k)a)^ 
(l+na) 
4 .2 , Chlodovsky proved the follov/ing r e s u l t s by 
assuming tha t b = b i s a function of n, which increases 
to + «» with n and f(x) i s defined i n the i n f i n i t e 
i n t e rva l o < x < «>. 
KffiOREM A : If • b^ = o(n) and function f(x) i s 
bounded in (o, + <»), say |f (x) | < M, then 
B^(xib) > f(x) , 




raEOREM B : I f b ^ = o ( n ) , 
M(lDj^) e'^^ ^ > o 
for each, p > o, then 
B^(x',b) > f (x) 
holds a t each point of cont inui ty of the function f ( x ) . 
In t h i s chapter, our main aim i s to give the genera l iza t ion 
of the Chlodovsky's r e s u l t s for our new Generalized polynomial 
(4 .1 .1) for Lebesgue in tegrable functions.we prove the 
following : 
THEOREM (4 .2 .1) I If ^^ ^ o(n+r) , and the function 
f(x) i s bounded Lebesgue i n t e ^ a b l e in (o , + «>) sa^ 
| f ( x ) | < M, then for « = V " ^^ n+r ^ 
A ^ ( x i b ) > f(x) 
KffiOREM (4 .2 .2) •. If 15^ ^^ . = o (n+r) 
( 49 ) 
and 
(4.2.1) M(b^) e '"^ ' "^ --> 0 
for each P > o, then for a = a^ ^ = o ( ^ - ) i 
A^(x;h) > f(x) 
holds a t each point of continuity of i n t e ^ a b l e function 
f ( x ) . 
4 . 3 . In order to prove the theorems we shal l require 
the following lemma. 
JjEmk (4.3.1) {see also Bernstein"^) 
I f 0 < X < 1 + I , and a = a _ = 0 ( — ) the 
5 . . . . - . 1 /2 
ine^ual i t j ; 
(4 .3 .1) o < Z < I [ (n+r) x(l-.x) ] 
implies 
(k+l) / (n+r+l) 
(n+r+l)E J f d t )p ^ v(xia) < | t-x|>2Z(x(l-x)/(rH-r)7 k / (n f r+ l ) ^*^ 
( 4 . 3 . 2 ) < 2 e 2 
1 . Bernstein [ 3 ] ^ ^ ^ - ^ * 
( 50 ) 
IROOP : l e t ^ be the generating function of the 
polynomial 
(n+r) 
T = Z (k-(n+r)x) p^ ^^  j^(xia) , 
k=o * 
which may "be defined as 
i = L ( u , s ) = Z - T (x) u% 
•^ s=o s) 
(n-*T) <» ., 
: z p^^ v^^i«) ^ — (k-(n+r)x) u^, 
k = o " ^ » ^ 3 = 0 SI 
n+r-k 
(n+r) u(k-(n+r)x) ^ ^ xCx+ka)^""^ (l-x+(n+r-k)a) 
: 2 e ( ) 
(l+(n+r)a)^'^^ 
- (n+r )xu 
e 
(l+(n+r)ti) n+r 
n+r (l-x+(n+r)a) •+ 
n+r-1 
+ (n+r)x( l -x+(n+r- l )a) e + 
(n+r) (nf r - l ) n+r-2 2M 
+ x(x+2a)(l-x+(n+r-2)a) e i 
21 
+ . . .+ x ( x + ( n + r ) a ) " ^ ^ - ^ e < ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ] 
-(n+r)xu ^ (n+r) ^ 
=e (1-x+x e ) ^ for a = (^^^oi-^) 
( 9i. ) 
and therefore 
(4.3.3) $ = L e (1-x + ^^ J ] 
(Do prove our r e s u l t we wi l l f i r s t show t h a t for 
| u | < 3/2, the inequal i ty 
(4 .3 .4) $ < exp ^(iM-r)x(l-x)u^I 
ho lds . 
i'or, (4.3.3) can be wr i t t en as 
r- u( i -x) ux -,(n+r) 
$ = [ x e + ( l - x ) e J 
but since 
u ( l -x ) -ux 




-H- [x ( l -x )+( l -x ) ( -x )^ ] , 
= 1 + E -— [x(l-x)+(l- .x)(-x) ] , 
< 1+ x ( l - x ) ^2 —^-- » 
S)=2 
( 52 ) 
< 1 + x ( l - x ) ^f (1+ - ~ + ~ - + . . . ) f .2 . lul*- Iuf2 
5 3^ 
1 + x ( l - x ) ( 1 - i |u | ) " , 
2 :5 
< 1 + x ( l -x )u^ , for |u | < 3/2 
x( l -y)u2 , 
< e , as e^ > k+1, 
and hence 
^ x( l -x)u^ nfr 
^ < [ e 1 
= e x p | (n+r) x ( l -x )u I 
which i s (4.3«4). 
Therefore i f 
(n+r) ujk-(nfr)xj 
k=o 
(4 .3 .5) (|^= ^nr^*^'^^ = 2 « Pnr k(^ '«) • 
then we obtain for o < u < 3/2 
i < $nr^^»^^ "^  ^nr ^-^»^)» 
and, therefore , for a = a^^ = o ( ~ ) , we have 
( 53 ) 
(4.3.6) $ < 2 e x p { ( n f r ) x( l -x)u^ j 
Nov/ to get our required r e s u l t we note t h a t for 
G > 0, and u > o, 
(k+l)/(n+r+l) 
( n + r + 1 ) E , ( / d*)Prrr V^^'*") < 
exp[u |k-(n+r)x |J> C(f k/(n+r+1) " ^ ' ^ 
1 (n+r) (k+l) / (n+r+l) u jk-(n+r)x | 
< — (n<-r+l) S ( / ^ d t ) e p _ j^(xia) , 
C^ k=o k/ ( n+r+1) ^ » ^ 
< - i - . 
1 2 
Now i f we put C = i Z , we obtain 
(k+l)/(n+r+1) 
(n+r+1) E 1 Z2 ( <(, , d t )p (xia) < 
exp[u|k-.(n+r)x ] > ± e^tf k / (n+r+l) "^»^ 
-z2 
< 2 e -^  , 
or 
(k+lV (n+r+1) 
(n+r+1) , E . 2 1 ^ ( / c l t ) p^ v (x ;a ) < 
|k-(n+r)x|>2 u S ( n + r ) x ( l - x ) u k/(n+r+1) ™ »^^  
\ 
-z2 
< 2 e ^ . 
k 
Since for the given range of t , | x\r^ h - x l , 
n+r 
( 54 ) 
we have 
(k+l) / (n+r+l) 
(n+r+l) 2 2 -1 T ( •/" d*)Pvm v(xja)< 
-z (4.3.7) < 2 e 
Since (4 ,3 .1) can be wr i t ten as 
_ 1 
o < Z [ (n+-r)x(l-x)] ^ < 3/2 , 
but (4,3.7) holds for o < u < 3/2, and therefore for 
1 
u = Z((n+r)x(l-x)) "^j we have 
(k+l)/(nfr+l) 
(^^+1) 2 ( •(, ^ dt)p (x,a) 
(n+r) (n+r) 
< 2 e ^ , 
(k+1)/(n+r+l) 
(n+B+l) Z ( / dt) p (xia) < |t-x(>2z(x(l-x)/(n+r)i^ /2 k/(n+r+l) ™»^ 
< 2 e~2 
which completes the proof of Lemma (4.3 , l i ) . 
( 55 ) 
4-.4. P5221!-21!_™1255^ 
PROOF OF OHEOREM (4.2 .1) *. We have, 
|A^ (xvb) - f (x) I < 
(n+r) (k+l) / (n+r+l) 
< (nfr+1) Z ( / |f(b t ) - f ( x ) | d t ) p (^^- ;a) . 
k=o k/(i>fr+l) ^ "^ '^ °nr 
Let e > o, "be a r b i t r r r y and choose 6 > o, so small 
tha t |f(x) - f(x«)l < e for | x - x ' | < 6, we have 
I A^(x-,b) - f (x) I < 
(k+l) /(n+r+l) 
< (m-r+1) Z ( / , | f(b t ) - f ( x ) | d t ) 
nr 
'• nr ,k^? 
nr 
(k+l) / (n+r+l) 
+ (nfr+l) Z ( / | f ( b _ t ) - f ( x ) | d t ) p ( ^ ^ ; a ) , 
b t -x >6 k /d i f r+ l ) ^ iicjk b ^ 
(4.4.1) = I i + l2» ^^^^ 
where 
(k+l) /(n+r+l) 
I ,=(iHr+l) E ( / | f ( b n r t ) - f ( x ) | d t ) p ( ^ ^ Va), 
b t -x <6 k/(iM-r+l) nr ,k D ^ 
( 56 ) 
(iM-r) ( k + l ) / ( n + r + l ) ^ 
< e(»»-r+l) S ( / d t ) p , ( ^— ; a ) , 
k=o k / ( n f r + l ) ^*^ °ric 
(4.4,2) = e. 
Now to eva lua t e the v a l u e of I „ , we put v = x b~~ and 
2 rrr 
we ^ e t o"-
( k + l ) / ( n + r + l ) 
I =(i>fr+l) S ( / I f ( v ) - . f ( x ) | d t ) p , ( v i a ) , 
2 t - v >6/b k / ( n f r + l ) ^ » ^ 
( k + l ) / ( n + r + l ) 
< 2M(n+r+l) Z & ( / d t ) p _ ^(v^a) , 
| t - v U B ~ k / ( n + r + l ) ^ » ^ 
nr 
c p (iM-r) ( k + l ) / ( n + r + l ) ^ 
< 2M( ^ 5 - ) '^(rrf-r+l) Z ( / ( t - v ) ' ^ d t ) p „ ^ ( v ^ a ) , 
°Hr k=o k / ( n + r + l ) ^ » ^ 
6 p r v ( l - v ) -I 
< 2M U ) ^ , (by Lemna ( 2 . 3 . 3 ) ) 
" nr L iw-r ^ 
< 2M ( ^ - ) -2 . i . 2 E - , 
nr (iM-r) 
( 4 . 4 . 3 ) < e , fo r l a r g e ( n + r ) , s ince b^^^ = o (n+r ) 
and hence ( 4 . 4 , 1 ) , (4 .4 .2 ) and ( 4 . 4 . 3 ) g ive us 
( 57 ) 
I A^(x;t)) - f(x) I < e + e = 26. -
which completes t h e proof of theorem ( 4 . 2 , 1 ) . 
PROOF OP XHEOT|_EM ( 4 . 2 . 2 ) : Proceeding in a s i m i l a r 
manner a s i n the proof of theorem ( 4 . 2 . 1 ) we o h t a i n (4 .4 .1 ) 
and t ak ing ^^^nr^ ^^ place of M , we have 
|A^^(x;-b) - f ( x ) | < (ni-r+1) E +(n-Kr+l) E 
( k + l ) / ( n + r + l ) 
< e + 2M(h^^)(n+r+l) S ( / d t ) p ^ ^ ^^(v,-a) 
^nr 
| t > v | > 6 / b ^ k / ( n + r + l ) "^^^^^ 
The second term can e a s i l y he es t imated by means of the 
lemma ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) , i f 
__ 1 
nr ' 
Z = 6 ( n f r ) (2b ) [(n+r) v ( l - v ) ] ^ 
the condition (4.3,1) is satisfied if we assume, for instance, 
that 6 < 2x and that (n+r) is sufficiently large . 
•z^ 
Hence by ( 4 . 2 . 1 ) , we have 
| A ^ ( x ; b ) - f (x) I < e + 2M(b^)e " , 
= e + 2 M ( b j ^ ) e x p { - 6 ^ ( n + r ) [ 4 b ^ x ( l - x , b ^ ^ 1 " } » 
- 1 
( 58 ) 
< e + e = 26 , for a l l large (n+r) 
whicla completes the proof of theorem ( 4 . 2 , 2 ) . 
4 . 5 . If we put r = o, our theorems reduce to the 
following c o r o l l a r i e s due to au tho r . 
Corollaiy (4 .5 .1) : I f 13^^=0(11), and the function 
f(x) i s ]bounded l£^e£^H^ il^i®2E^5i2_i2 ^^f '*' ~)» S £ 
| f (x ) |< M , then for a = a^ = o ( | ) , 
A^(xib) > f(x) 
holds a t an;^ £2iBi ^ 92^1V^'^^lZ 2- '^^ ^SSiiSLS «^ 
22I£ll^2£ (^•5.2) : If h^ = o(n) , and 
M(h^) e "^  ^ > 0 , 
for each p > 0, then for o ^ ^ a ^ o C i ) , 
A^(x^b) > f(x) 
holds a t each Eoint of cont inui ty of the i n t e n a b l e function 
f ( x ) . 
( 59 ) 
If we again put a = o i n the above r e s u l t s , 
we have the following c o r o l l a r i e s . 
Corollary-^(4-.5.3) : If b^ =o(n), and the function 
f(x) i s hounded Lehesgue in tegrable in (o, +<»), sa^ 
| f ( x ) | < M, then Pj^(x) > f(x) holds a t an;5r goint of 
cont inui ty of the function f, 
Gorollar2;^(4-.5.4) t If b^ = o(n) 
and 
-p /b 
M(b^) e ^ ^ > 0 , 
l2^ £§;£& P > 0, then P„(x) > f (x) holds a t each E^iSt 
of continui ty of the in tegrab le function f ( x ) . 
1 , Anwar Habib and Abdul Wafi [^  1 ] 
CHAPTER_-^y 
ON MODIFIED POLYNOMIALS 
5 . 1 , Jensen i n 1902 gave the formula 
^ n n k -1 n~k-l 
( 5 . 1 . 1 ) (x+y)(x+y+na) -^  = S ( )x(x+ka) 7\j+{n--k)a\ , 
lc=o k 
Now r e p l a c i n g n+r for n , we liave 
n+r>-l 
( 5 . 1 . 2 ) (x+y)(x+y KnH-r)a) 
(n+r) n+r k-1 n + r - i - 1 
= Z ( ) x(x+ka) y ly+(n+r -k )a 
k=o k 
I f we put y = 1-x, we o b t a i n (see a l s o Cheney and Sharma ) 
k - 1 n + r - k - l 
(n+r) n+r x(x+ ka) ( l - x ) ( l - x + ( n + r - k ) a ) 
( 5 . 1 . 3 ) 1 = 2 ( ) " ; 
k=o k n+r-1 
( l+ (n+r )a ) 
therefore setting 
n+r 
k -1 n+r -k -1 
x(3{+ka) ( l - x ) ( l - x + ( n + r - k ) a ) 
( 5 . 1 . 4 ) q ^ v ( x i a ) = ( ) 
^ *-^ k n+r -1 ( l+ (n+r )a ) 
we have 
1 , J ensen {_1 1 
2 , Cheney and Sharma [ l j . 
( ( 61 ) 
(n+r) 
S 
k=o ( 5 . 1 . 5 ) S qnr,k^''»°'^ " ^ 
Now, we use (5.1.4-) to de f ine a Kantorovic type 
polynomials ^3^(f»x) of f (x ) i n (najned as ]\fedified Polynomials) 
a c losed i n t e r v a l [ o^l + ^ f o r Lebesgue integr-alDle func t ions 
i n 3J, -norm as 
(n+r) ( k + l ) / ( n + r + l ) 
( 5 . 1 . 6 ) l t ( f , x ) = (n f r+ l ) Z ( / f ( t ) d t ) q (x ; a ) , 
k=o k / ( n + r + l ) ™ »'^  
v/here g , (x^a) i s same as def ined i n ( 5 . 1 , 4 ) , 
I f we s u b s t i t u t e (n+r) f o r n i n formulae ( 1 , 6 , 1 1 ) , 
( 1 . 6 , 1 2 ) and ( 1 , 6 . 1 3 ) d i scussed i n chap te r I , we have 
o3 n+r—l 
( 5 . 1 . 7 ) S ( l , n + r - l , x + a , l - x ) = / e"*'*(l+(n+r)a+ta) d t 
«> . irw-r-2 
( 5 . 1 . 8 ) S ( l , i « - r - 2 , x + a , l - x + a ) = / e""^(l+(n+r)a+ta) d t 
( 5 . 1 . 9 ) S(2,n+r-2,x+2osl-x) = 
00 «, n+r-2 
= / e~ d t / e~°d3 (x+2a)( l+(iw-r)a+ta+sa) + 
0 o ^ 
P n+r-3 1 
+(n+r -2 )a s ( l + ( n + r ) a + t a + s a ) 
and 
( 62 ) 
(5.1.10) S(2,nH-r-3,x+2a,l-x+a) = 
= / e "dt / e~ ds](x+2a)(l+(n+r)a+ta+sa) + 
0 0 " 
P n+r-4- n 
+ (rH-r-3)a'^s(l+(n+r)a+ta+sa) 
If we put r = 0, we again have the following pol3'"nomials 
of degree _< n of lebesgue in tegrab le function f (x) on [o, lJ 
i n L,-norm, 
n (k+l) / (n+l) 
(5.1.11) < ( f , x ) = (n+1) Z ( / f ( t ) d t ) q (x;a) ^ 
^ k=o k/(n+l) ^ ' ^ 
where 
k-1 n-k-1 
n x(x+ka) ( l -x ) ( l -x+(n-k)a) 
(5.1.12) qn,i,(x,a) = i^) 
(l+na)"""^ 
and i n pa r t i cu la r i f we put a = o, then our polynomials 
(5 .1 .11) reduces to tha t of KantoTovi^ .',s Generalized 
Bernstein Polynomials, 
5.2« In t h i s sect ion, we have tes ted the convergence 
of U ^ ( f , x ) and have als^o tes ted^ the degree of approximation 
of_functions hy our newly defined Modified_Polynomials 
I ] ^ : ( f , x ) , In fac t we prove the following r e s u l t s . 
( 63 ) 
THEORM (5.2.1) '. I f f(x) i s continuous Lebesgue 
then 
Lim TfLiiy^) = f(x) 
(n+r) - <» 
holds uniformly on [o, 1 + ^J • 
THEOREM (5.2.2) *. If f(x) i s continuous Lehesgue 
on [o, 1 + - ] and w(6) i s the modulus of continuit^^, 
of f ( x ) , for a = a ^ = o( ~ - ) , we have 
1 U^(f,x) - f(x) I < | w( 4 = ? ^ 
THEOREM (5.2.3) I If f (x)is a continuous Lebesgue 
in tegrahle on [ o, 1+ 5^  ] such tha t i t s f3£st der ivat ive 
i s hounded and Wj(6) i s the modulus of cont inui ty of f ' ( x ) , 
for a = a ^ = o( j ^ - ) , we have 
|,^^C...)-fW|<|^w(^).o(^-). 
5.3. We establish a useful asymptotic expansion 
for Modified Polynomials U^(f,x). 
( 64 ) 
KIEOMJ (5.3.1) : Let f (x) be bounded Lebesgue 
SS§ 2.UEE2J® SiS- - -£ §i£2SS ^^Sil^iiY® f ' ' ( x ) e x i s t s 
a t ce r t a in goint ^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ r j ^ ^^^ « = a ^ = o ( j ^ - ) , 
we have 
Lim (n+r) [f(x) - U ^ ( f , x ) j -
(nfr)-*=> 
= - | [ ( l - 2 x ) f ( x ) + x ( l ~ x ) f ' ( x ) ] , 
5.4. We define u j^ ( f ,x ;b ) = U^(x ib ) for unbounded 
in te rva l i n the same way we defined A ^ ( f , x ; b ) = A^Cx^'^b) 
(4,1,1) i n the preceding chapter as ; 
(5.4.1) l4:.(xvb) = I]5^(f,x;b) = 
(nJ-r) (k+l)/(nrfr+l) _ 
= (n+r+l) 2 ( / - f ( tb)dt )q A-l-;a) , 
k=o k/(n+r+l) 
where 
(5 .4 .2) 4 „ ^ ^ ( | ,a) =( ^ ) 
such that 
k-1 n+r-k-1 





(5 .4 .5) Z q>ff v( i i«) = 1 • 
If we put r = 0, we have 
(5 .4 .4) U^(x,b) = Uj(f ,xib) = 
j ^ ( k + l ) / ( r H - l ) 
(iH-1) Z ( / ^ f ( t b ) d t ) q ( | ia) , 
k=o k / (n+l) 
where 
( | ) ( I +ka)^ "" (^l - ^)(1- |^-(n-k)a) 
n-k-1 
(5 .4 .5) q^ , ( | ; a ) = ( ) , 
(1+na)'"'^ 
In pa r t i cu l a r i f we put a = o, above polynomial reduces 
to the Generalized Bernstein Polynomials on an unbounded 
i n t e r v a l s . 
In t M s sec t ion , our purpose i s to t e s t thedegree of 
approximation by U^(x>^) on an unbounded i n t e r v a l . In 
fac t we proved the following r e s u l t s , 
THEOREM (5.4.1) : If b ^ = o(nH-r), and the function 
f(x) i s bounded lebesgue i i i t e ^ a b l e i n (o , +«>), say 
|f (x) 1 < M and « = a j^^ . = o( j ^ - ) then 
( 66 ) 
jf (x) > f (x) 
nr 
li2l^5 §:i 555C ESiSi £- £21}!^ iSHiiy 2£ ^ ^ ^^ • 
THEOREM ( 5 . 4 . 2 ) : I f b ^ =o(n+r) and 
(5.4.6) M(DJ e"^^^"""^ > o 
for each p > o, then for a = a ^ = o( - ^ - ) 
U^(x) > f(x) 
holds a t each Eoint of cont inui ty of Ii^hesgue in tegrahle 
function f ( x ) . 
5 .5, In order to proof our theorems we need following 
lemmas , 
M M (5.5.1) : lo r a l l values of x 
(n+r) l+(n+r)a (n+r)(n4-r-l)xa 
x: k q ^ T.(xia) <{ (n+r)x } 
k=o ^ » ^ - ^ 1+a (l+2a) ^ 
(iH-r) 
PROOF : 2 k ( i _ ^.(xia) = 
k=o ^ »^ 
( 67 ) 
k - 1 n+r -k -1 
(n+r) n+r x(x+ka) (1-x) [l-x+(rrt-r-lc)aj 
k=o k iw-r-l 
(l+(rH-r)a) 
k - 1 n + r - k - 1 
(n+r) n f r - 1 ^^+^«^ (1-x) [ l - x + ( n f r - k ) a ] 
(n+r)x Z ( ) , 
^ -^  ^ •" n f r - 1 
( l+ (n+r )a ) 
^ n+r-jUr-2 
n+r-1 n f r - 1 ^^+i^+a) ( l - x ) ( l - x + ( n + r - ^ l ) a ) 
(n+r)x S ( ) . , 
^=° ^ n+r-1 
( l+ (n+r )a ) 
; 2 ( )(x+iUa+a) l -x+(n+r - ( a - l ) a -
n 4 r - l L M=o M 
( l + ( n + r ) a ) 
n+r-1 n*-r-l \l 
- 2 ( )(nfr-M-l)a(x+,Ua+a) . 
iOFo M 
n+r-M-2 
, [ l -x+ (ni-r-iLi-l)a] | 
^^+^^^ n + r - 1 iH-r-l ^ '"'"''"^"^ 
] 2 ( )(x+iUa+a) Cl-x+(n+r- / i , - l )a) • 
n+r-1 L jLf=o jU 
( l + ( n + r ) a ) 
n+r -2 n+r-2 \i. n+r-jUr'2 
- ( n + r - l ) a Z ( )(x+iUa+a) ( l -x+a+(n+r-M-2)a) ] 
( 68 ) 
(n+r)x p 
- ^ S ( l , n + r - l , x+a, l -x) -
- (n+r - l )a S(l,rH-r-2,x+a,l-x+a) J 
Chj 2.1.7) 
I / e"^(l+(n+r)a+ta) dt 
- (n+r - l ) a / e~"(l+(n+r)a+ta) dt 1, 
0 -^  
(by 5 .1 .7 and 5 .1 .8) 
(n+r)x p oo n+r -1 -, 
1 / e " ^ ( l + ( n + r ) a + t a ) d t j 
( l -H(n4-r)a)^^-^ ° 
(n+r) (n+r-1 )xa ^ j^^__2 
/ e~ ( l + ( n + r ) a + t a ) dt , 
( l + ( n + r ) a ) ^ ^ " ^ 
(nH-r)x ^ ^^ n+r-1 n+r -1 
/ e"^(l+ ) ( l+ (n+r ) a ) d t -
f^^f ^ ^ ^n+r - l ^ l + ( n + r ) a ( l + ( n + r ) a ) 
( n + r ) ( n + r - 1 )xa ~ + "t« n+r-2 n+r-2 
/ e"^( l+ ) d t ( l+(nf r ) f f ) , 
( l+(nfr)a)^ '*-^-^ ° l + ( n + r ) a 
( 69 ) 
(n+r)x / e ( 1+ ) dt -
o l+(n4-r)a 
(n+r)(n+r-l)xa ^ ta ^^_^ 
/ e-"^ (1 + ) dt , 
l+(n+r)a 
o» ~ a ^ (n+r)- l i+ ( j ^ r ) a 
(rH-r)x / e (1+u) du -
o a 
l+(rt!fr)a 
(n+r)(n+r-l)xa ^ - ( )u (n-Kr)-2 i+(nf r )a 
du / e (1+u) ^ - 7 
l+(n+r)a ^ 
(l+(n+r)(^(n+r)x ^ - ( - +n+r)u j ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ 
/ e (1+u) du -
a 0 
(n+r)(n+r-l)xa ^ - ( i +n+r)u xiri-T-.Z 
• / e (1+u) d.u, 
a 0 
(nfr)x CO - Cs ^^^^^ («+r-.l)u 
< (l+(ii+r)a) / e e du -
** a o 
(n f r ) ( i^ r - . l )x* CO - ( i •^^^)u ( ^ r - 2 ) u 
/ e e du, 
a o 
^ ^ s * * 
( 70 ) 
(l+(iw-r)a) „ - ( 5 + l ) u 
(n+r)x / e du 
a o 
<-»+r)C^*f-0 3^/ e du , 
o 
l + ( ^ r ) a 00 . t ' ( n f r ) ( n - h r . l ) x a ^ ^^^ 
(n+r)x / e dt» / e"" d t » ' , 
(1+a) o (3_^2a) ^ 
, l+ (n+r )a (n+r)( iw-r- l )xa 
1+a 
— (n f r )x - (l+2a) J 
wMch completes the proof of lemma ( 5 . 3 . 1 ) . 
LEMRIA ( 5 . 5 . 2 ) : For a l l va lue s of x 
nfr 
S k ( k - l ) q (x ja) < 
J- l+(n;fr)a (iM-r-2)a 
< (n+r)(iM-r-l)x l(x+2a)J" ^l + 
^ ( l+2a )^ ( l + 5 a ) ^ 
« ^ l + ( n + r ) a (n+r - 3)a , T 
(l+3a)^ (l+4a)^ J 




n+r nfr-2 '^"'^ '^^ ^ ^^"""^ [l-x+(n+r-k)aj 
= (n+r)(iM-r-l)x Z ( ) 
k=2 k-2 n+r-1 
(l+(rrt-r)a) 
(n+r)(n+r-l)x n+r-2 n4.y_2 v+i 
S ( ) (x+va+2a) (1-x) 
n+r- l V=o "^  
(l+(n+r)a) 
n+r-V -3 
• [l-.x+(n+r~V -2 )a ] 
(n+r)(rrt-r-.l)x 
I s (2 ,n+r-2,x+2a, l -x) -
n+r~l 
(l+(m-r)a) 
-(n+-r-2)a S(2,E+r-3,x+2a,l-x+a) , 
(n:fr)(nfr-l)x 







(5.5.1) = I j - I^ ^ (say) ^ 
( 72 ) 
F i r s t we eva lua t e L 
( n + r ) ( n + r - l ) x 
L, = S(2, n+ r -2 , x+2a, 1-x ) , 
( n + r ) ( n + r - l ) x °° 4. ~ ^ P 
= / e " ' d t / e""" ds (x+2a)( l+(n+r)a+ 
n+r~l o 0 *- , ^ 
+ t a + sa) + 
+ (n+r-2)a^ s ( l+ (n+r )a+ t a + sa) , (by 5 .1 .9 ) 
(n+r) (n+r - l )x 
n+r-1 o 
+ta + sa) + 
(n+r) (n+r-1) (n+r-2)xa 
°° t / e"* d t / e""^ ds(x+2a) ( l+(n+r)a + 
n r-1 
( l+ (n+r )a ) ^^^^2 
00 _ J 3 
+ _ f?Pr-I -^  e^^dt / se d s ( l + ( n + r ) a + 
( l+ (n+r )a ) "* ° ° 
n f r -5 
+ t a + sa ) , 
( 5 . 5 . 2 ) = I^^^ + I^^2 ' ^say). 
where 
(n+r) (n+r-1) x °° + °° <. 
I = / e""^ dt / e"" ds(x+2a) . 
^* n+r -1 0 0 
( l+(n+r )a ) 
t a + sa n+r-2 n+r-2 
.(1+ ) (i+(iH.r)ct) 
1+(n+r)a 
( 73 ) 
(rH-r)(n+r--l)x °° + °° ^ ta+sa n+-r-.2 
= / e"^ dt / e-" ds(x+2a)(l+ ) 
(l+(n+r)a) ° ° l+(n+r)a > 
ta+sa 
(n+^) fn-»-T-~i W (x+9a) (n+r-2) (— -) 
vn-t.nn.. ^;x(.xfxrt; ^ ^ ^^ l+(n+r)a 
< / e~ dt / e"*'^  e ds, 
(l+(n+r)a) ° ° 
(r]+r-.2)ta (n+r-2) sa 
(rH-r)(n+r-l)x(x+2a) ^ l+(n+T)a ^ l+(n+r)a 
= „ / e dt / e ds, 
(l+(n+r)a) ° ° 
l+2a l+2a 
(r!+r)(n+r-l)x (x+2a) °° l+(n+r)a . «> l+(n+r)a 
(l+(rH-r)a ° "^ 
(n+r)(n+r-l)x(x+2a)^ - ^-< ^^ , 11[T11 / V = ^ " d s " . 




(n+r)(n+r-l)x(x+2a) oo ^i 
" —s' ' 
= Cl+(n+r)a) / e dt« / e"""" d s " 
(l+2a)' .2 ° 
(iw-r ) (n+r-l)x (x+2a) 
(5.5.3) < (l+(n+r)a) , 
(l+2a)^ 
and 
( 74 ) 
2 (n+r) ( rH-r- l ) (n+r-2)xa ~ . ~ ^ n+r-3 
I = / e '^ 'dt / e - " ( l + ( 
Jn.+r)a+"fca+sa) ds j 
( l + ( n + r ) a ) 
(n+r)(rH-r~l)(n+r-2)xa^ ~ + ~ „ ta+sa ^^^__^ 
/ e ~ V / s e~- ( l+ ) ds 
( l+(n+r)o) n+r-1 o o l + ( n + r ) a 
n+r-3 
• ( l + ( n + r ) a ) , 
(n+r) (rrt-r-l) (n+r-2)xa'- °° + tcx+sa n+r-3 
/ e""d t s e " (1+ ) d s , 
t a+sa 
(n+r) (n+r-1) (n+r.2)xa2 - =o ^ ' ' • ' ' " ~ ^ ' ^ : : 7 i : : r ^ 
< .- / e "dt / s e ^ e l+(K+r)a ^^ ^ 
( l+ (n+r )a )2 ° ° 
X "i* 3 cx T "(""^  ct 
(n+r) (nf r - l ) (m-r - .2)xa^ ^ - t ( ) ^ - s ( ) 
= / e l-'^"-*-^^'^ d t / se l + ( ^ + ^ ) « d s , 
2 0 0 
( l+ (n+r )a ) 
(n+r) (n+r -1) (m-r -2 )xa- ^ _^ , 1+(n+r)a «> l+ (n+r )a 
(l+(rH-r)a)2 « l+^a o l+3a 
_ j , , l + ( n + r ) a 
l+3a 
(n+r) (n+r-1 ) (n+r -2)xa ^ ^ 
= - — ( l + ( n + r ) a ) / e'"''^'dt» / s«e~^*ds» , 
( l+3a)5 ** ° 
( 75 ) 
(in-r ) (iH-r-l) (n+r~2)xa^ 
(5,5.4) In p < ( l+(n+r)a) . 
• • (l+3a)5 
Therefore from (5 .5 .2 ) , (5.5.3) and ( 5 . 5 . 4 ) , we have 
2 
.x+2a (n+r-2)a -, (5 .5 .5) 1^ < ( l+(n+r)a)(n+r)(iw-r-l)xJ + | 
(l+2a)^ (l+3a)^ 
Now we evaluate Ip 
(n+r) (n+r-l) (n+r-2)xa 
nfr-1 
I^ = S(2,n-3,x+2a, l-x+a), 
(H-(n+r)a) 
(n+r)(t tfr- l)(n+r-2)xa ^ 
/ e~* dt / e""^  ds 
, , V v n + r ~ l 0 (l+(n+r)a) 
• I (x+2a) (1+(n+r)a+ta+sa) n+r-3 + 
n+r-4 2 irrM-^t -I 
+(n+r-3)a s( l+(nfr)a+ta+sa) , (hy 5,1.10) 
(n+r)(n+r~l)(n+r-2)xa „ 
„ f e " \ t / e"^ ds-
( l + ( n + r ) a ) ^ ^ - ^ ° ° 
n+r-3 
•(x+2a)(l+(n+r)a+ta+sa) + 
( 76 ) 
( n + r ) ( n 4 - r - l ) ( n f r - 2 ) ( n + r - 3 ) x a ^ «» .^ ~ „ 
+ / e"^dt / se""'^(l+(n+r)a+ 
rri-r-1 0 0 
( l+(n+r)a ) 
n+r-4 
+ta + s a ) , 
( 5 . 5 . 6 ) = Ig^-L + l 2 , 2 * ^^^^ 
where 
( n + r ) ( n + r - l ) ( n + r - 2 ) x a «> ^ oo 
I = • / e^Mt / e~^ds(x+2a)( l+(n+r)a+ 
f^ f . \ \ n + r - l 0 0 
rH-r--3 
+ t a + sa ) , 
( n + r ) ( n + r - l ) ( n + r - 2 ) a x(x+2a) „ ^ 
. ^^^^. / e-'^dt / e~^ds 
(l+(n+r)a)' '"^'^-^ 
t a + s a nri-r-3 rri-r-3 
•(1+ -.- -,^_ ) ( l + ( n h r ) a ) 
l + ( n + r ) a ' 
( n + r ) ( n + r - l ) ( n + r - 2 ) a x(x+2a) «» + °° „ 
= / e"^dt / e d s . 
( l + ( n + r ) a ) ^ ° ° 
t a + s a n+r-3 
' (1+ ) , 
1+(n+r)a 
(n+ r ) (n+ r - l ) (n+ r -2 ) ax (x+2a ) ^ 
< / e"*dt / e"^ . 
( l+(n*-r)a)2 ° ° . . ^„ 
( n + r - 3 ) ( - ^ 2 t S « - ) 
e 
l + ( n + r ) a ^g ^ 
( 77 ) 
l+3a 
( n + r ) ( n + r - l ) (n+r-2)a x(x+2a) ~ ^ ^ r + T n + r 7 a ' 
= / e d t • 
( l + ( » f r ) a ) ^ ° 
l+5a 
_G ( ) 
0 
(n+r)(nH-r- l ) (n+r-2)a x(x+2a) °° +., l + ( n + r ) a 
= / e~" d f ~ * 
( l + ( n + r ) a ) ^ ° ^-^^^ 
°° - s ' l+(rri-r)a 
' / e d s ' , 
o l+3a 
( n + r ) ( n + r - l ) ( n + r - 2 ) a x(x+2a) °° - t * «> - s ' 
( l+3a)2 
( rM-r)(n+r- l ) (n+r-2)a x(x+2a) 
( 5 . 5 . 7 ) < 7 
( l + 3 a ) ^ 
and 
(n+r ) (n+r - l ) (n r t - r -2 ) (n+r -3)xa^ " t "* «» 
I , 9 = / e~ d t / se~^( l+(n+r)a+ 
n+r-4-
+ t a + s a ) ds , 
( n+r ) (n+r - l ) ( i i+ r -2 ) (n f r - . 3 )xa^ «> ^ . « t«+«/'*'f'"^ 
( l + ( n + r ) a ) ^ ^ - ^ ° ° t+(n+r)a 
rtfr-4 
' ( l + ( n + r ) a ) , 
' ; » 
( 78 ) 
( n + r ) ( n f r - l ) ( n + r - 2 ) ( n f r - 3 ) x a ^ «> . «> 
( l + ( n + r ) a ) ^ 
/ e'^^dt / s e " ^ . 
ta+ sa n+r-4-
(1+ ) ds , 
l + ( n + r ) a 
oo 
s 
(iM-r) (rH-r-l)(n+r-2)(n+r-3)xa"^ ~ ^ 
<_ „ / e"^ d t / se 
t a+sa 
• e ds , 
(rH-r-4-)(r-7 ^ ) 
l + ( n + r ) a ' 
l+4a 
(n+r ) (n+r-iX nt-r-2) (n+r-3 )xa^ «> " ^I+TH+rJa ^ 
/ e d t ' 
(H-(n+r)a)^ ° 
l+4a 
l + ( i ] + r ) a 
se \ . ' - -y" . ^g ^ 
( n + r ) ( n + r - l ) ( r H - r - 2 ) ( n + r - 3 ) x a ' °° - t ' l+(2a+r)a 
/ e d t ' 
( l + ( n + r ) a ) 5 ° ^•''^'' 
r" _, l + ( n + r ) a l + ( n + r ) a 
•Je s« ds« ^ 
1+4-a l+4a 
(iitt-r)(ii+r-l) (n+-r-2)(rH-r-5)xa' ~ +i "> „t 
= / e-^ d t ' / s»e -^ ds» , 
(l+4a)^ ° ° 
( i i+r)(n+r- lXn+r-2) (n+r-3)xa^ 
( 5 . 5 . S ) < 
( l+4a)^ 
( 79 ) 
Prom (5.5.6), (5.3.7) and (5.3.8), we have 
r x+2a (n+r-3)a -j 
(5.5.9) I« < (nrfr)(nfr-l)(i]H-r-2)xa -^ + -------
2 - L(i+3a)^ (l+4a)^ -• > 
and t h e r e f o r e with the hel[» of ( 5 , 5 . 5 ) and (5.5.9)" , ( 5 . 5 . 1 ) 
becomes 
= 1 , - 1 1 ~ -^ 2 ' 
2 
X 
( l+2a ) ' ' (l+3a)-^ 
r 
. x+2a (n+r-2)a ' -j 
( n + r ) ( n + r - l ) x ( l + ( n + r ) a ) 4 0 + T - f -
L {\^2<xT (l 3a)^ J 
x+2a ( n f r - 3 ) a 
- ( n + r ) (n+r-]Xn+r-2)xa | o + —•? 1 , 
L(l+3a) ( l+4a)^ -I 
r p l + ( n + r ) a ( n f r - 2 ) a ^ 
= ( n + r ) ( n + r - l ) x (x+2a)-j -^  73- f- + 
L ^(l+2a)2 (l+3a) '^ -^  
2 r l + ( n + r ) a ( n f r - 3 ) a T 
+ (n+r-2)a 4 - 1 
( l+3a)^ ( l+4a )^ ^ ^ 
Which complfeies the proofs of Lemna ( 5 . 5 . 2 ) . 
LEMB/IA ( 5 . 5 . 3 ) *. For a l l v a l u e s of x e [o 1+ - ] a^ ^d 
for a = a^_, = .0* ( - - - ) 
( 80 ) 
n+r (k+l)/(rH-r+l) « x(l-x) 
(n+r+1) E ( / (x-t)'=^ cLt)q_ , (xja) < --
k=o k/(n+r+l) ^ > ^ (n+r) 
PROOF : 
n+r (k+l)/(n+r+i) _ 
(n+r+1) r ( / (x-t)^dt)q Ax,a) 
k=o k/(n+r+l) ^'^ 
n+r (k+1)/(n+r+1) ^ 
= (n+r+1) 2 ( / (t''-2tx+x^)dt)q , (x-,a) , 
k=o k/(n+r+1) "^»^ 
n+r r o o +5 -, (k+1)/(n+r+1) 
= (n+r+1) E [ x'^ t-t'^ x + -3 1 ,, ^ q^ ^U\oi) , 
k=o •- ^ J k/(n+r+l) ^*^ 
n+r r p 2k+l k^+k 1 ^ 
= Z x'^  - — - X + + q (x;a) , 
k=o L (n+r+1) (^ ^^ ^^ )2 3(^^^,)2 J ^ » ^ 
2(l+(n+r)a)(n+r)x 2(n+r) (n+r-l)x a __ 
2 




r l+(n+r)a (n+r-2)ai 
(x+2a)<^  ^ + 
^ (l+2a)^ (l+3a)^ -• 
P l+(n+r)a (nt-r-3)a .-1 
+ (n+r-2)a'^| l \ + 
^ (l+3a)^ (l+4a)^ "^  
2(l+(n+r)a)(n+r)x 2(n+r)(iH-r-l)xa 1 
(n+r+l)^(l+a) (n+r+1 )^(l+2a) 3(n+r+l)^ 
(by Lemma 5.5.1 and 5.5.2) 
( 81 ) 
x d - x ) 2(l+(nH-r)a)(ii+r) 
2(n+r)(n:fr-l)a 
x ( l - x ) + 
(n+r+l)^(l+2a) 
2( l+(n+r)a)(n+r)^x(l-x)a 2(n+r )^( t t f r - l )x( l -x)a^ 
2 2 




2(n+r)^(n+r-l)x^a(l+5a+7a) 4(n+r) (iH-r-l)xa^ 
(n+r+l)^(l+2a)(l+3a)^ (n+r+1)^ (l+3a)^ 
(nfr)(n+r-l)(nrfr-.2)a ^ (n4-r)(iH-r-l) (n+r-2)xa^ 
x'^(l+2a)+ 
(n+r+1)^ (l+3a)^ (n+r+l)^(l+3a)^ 
(rrt-r) (nfr-1) (1+ (n+r )a )x^a (n+r ) ( n f r - l ) (n+r-2) (n+r-3 )xa^ 
(n+r+l)(l+2a)^ (n+r+l)2(l+4a)^ 
( 82 ) 
1 
3(n+r+1)^ 
x ( l - x ) 1 
< — . fo r a = a ^ = o( ) and for l a r g e (n+r) 
- (n+r) ^ n+r) 
Which completes the proof of Leraina ( 5 . 5 . 3 ) . 
1 
LEMMA (5.5.4-) : If 0 < X < 1 + - dna a = a^^ = o( ) 
- - n lu- (n+r) 
1/2 
( 5 . 5 . 1 0 ) 0 < z < ( ( n + r ) x ( l - x ) ) 
imp l i e s 
( k + l ) / ( n + r + l ) 
(5 .5 .11 ) (n+r+1) S T/p C / . ^'^^' 
| t - x | > 2 z ( x ( l - x ) / ( n f r ) ) - ^ / ' ^ k / ( n + r + l ) 
2 
•(l^^lrUio^)^^ < 2e"2 . 
PROOF : Let $- he the gene ra t i ng func t ion of the 
polynomial 
n+r 
OL = S (k-.(n+r)x) q jj.(x;a) , 
k=o * 
which may he def ined as 
s=o 
( 83 ) 
itt-r ~ 1 a s 
S q _ T.(xia) Z - i - (k-(n+r)x) u , 
k=o " ^ ' ^ s=o sj 
k-1 iH-r-k-l 
rH-r u(k-(n+r)x) n+r x(x+ka) (1-x) (l-x+(n+r-k)a) 
Z e ( ) , 
( l+(n+r)a)"*^-^ 
.« (l-x)(l--x+(n+r)a) +(n+r)x(l-x)< 
n+r-2 ^ 
' ( l -x+(n+r- l )a ) e + 
(n+r ) (iH-r-1) rri-r-3 pu 
+ x(x+2a)( l -x)( l -x+(n+r-2)a) e + 
2» 
n+r-1 (n+r)u -i 
+ . . . + x(x+(n+r)a) e 
-.(n+r)xu -,(n+r) , 
e [1-x+xe J , for a = ttjjp = o^Sff^ 
= [ e - ^ (l .x+xe^) ]^"""^ 
and hence we get the required r e s u l t i f we proceed i n the 
same way as i n lemma (4 .3 .1 ) . 
( 84 ) 
PROOF OF THEOREM (5.2.1) : We have 
rt+r (k:+l)/(n+r+l) 
T. ( f • • 
nr L k=o k/(rH-r+l) 
a r n +1 
U (f,x) - f (x) I < (iM-r+1) Z  / 
•*  
|ftt) _ f(x)l dt) (lj^,i,(x;a)j 
Now spliting alDove inequality into two parts corresponding 
to those values of t for which | t -x | < 6 and those for which 
I t-x I > 6, we get 
(k+l)/(n+r+l) 
< (n+r+1) S ( / | f( t)-f(x) |dt)q (x;a)+ |t-x!<6 k/(n+r+1) ^ ' ^ 
(k+l)/( n+r+1) 
+ (n+r+l) E ( / |f(t)-f(x)|dt)a™ J x ; a ) ^ 
|t-x|>6 k/(iM-r+l) ^ ' ^ 
(5.6.1)= I i + I2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • 
If now the function f is bounded aay |f(x)) < M in 
0 < u < 1 + - and X a point of continuity, for a given 
e > 0 there exists a 6 > o such that | x''-x'| < 6 implies 
1 f(x') - f(x")| < e/2 and therefore 
n+r 
( 85 ) 
( k + l ) / ( n + r 4 l ) 
I < e /2 (n+T?n) S ( / q _ , ( x ; a ) d t ) , 
•^  - k=o k / ( n + r + l ) ^ ^ ' ^ 
= e/2 , 
and 
( k + l ) / ( n + r + l ) 
I < 2M(n+r+l) E ( / 'fi j q (x^a) , 
"- | t -x j>5 k / (n+ r+ l ) "^ »-^  
or 
2M ( k + l ) / ( n f r + l ) ^ 
I < —^ (n+r+1) S ( / ( t - x ) d t )q , ( x i a ) , 
^ 6"^  | t - x | > 6 k / ( n + r + l ) ™^»^ 
2M 
_< , by lemma ( 5 , 5 , 3 ) and the f a c t 
4-(n+r)6^ 
x( l - .y) < I on [ o , l ] ^ [o , l + \ j 
and consequent ly (5 ,6 ,1 ) 'becomes 
2M 
nr —^' - ^"' • _ ' - ' - > 
2 (n+r) 6^ 
M 1/2 
for 6 = ( ) , we ge t 
(n+r)e 
|U^(f,x) - f(x) I < e . 
nr 
( 86 ) 
Which completes the proof of theorem (5,2.1). 
^^2£!!-2l-ru5255M (5.2.2) : By the identity (5.1.5) 
and the fact q jj.(x;a) > o we can v/rite 
I ul(f,x) - f(x) I < 
nr 
(n+r) (k+l)/(n+r+l) 
< (n+r+1) 2 ( / ^ |f(x)-f(t)|dt)q_ ,(xia) 
k=o k/(nH-r+l) "^»^ 
Using the fo l lowing known p r o p e r t i e s of the modulus 
of c o n t i n u i t y 
f ( x ' ' ) - f ( x ' ) I < w( | x ' ' - x ' I ) ^ 
( 5 . 6 . 2 ) w(X6) < ( [X]+l) w(6) < (X+l)w(6) , ( X > o ) 
We obtain 
|f(x) - f ( t ) l < w ( | x - t | ) = 
= w( I |x-tl6) ' 
( 1 + - |x-.t | ) w(6) f 
6 
( 87 ) 
Consequently 
a (n+r) (k+l) /(n+r+l) 
2 ( / 
k=o k/(n+r+l) 
|Ujjj,(f , x ) - f (x) I < (n+r+l)w(6) E ( / 
' ( 1 + i | x - t | ) d t ) q.^^^i^iOi) ^ 
- - 1 (n+r)(k+l)/(nH-r+l) ., 
(5 .6 .3) = w(6) 1+ (n+r+l)6 Z ( / | x - t | d t )q^^ , (xja^ 
^ k=o k/(n+r+l) "^»^ -I 
and by Cauchy's Inequality, we have 
n+r (k+l)/(nfr+l) 
(n+r+1) S ( /, ^ |x-t|dt) q (x,a) 
k=o k/(n+r+1) ^'^ 
r n+r (k+1)/(n+r+1) p ,1/2 
< (n+r+1) 2 ( / (x-t)^ dt)q (x;a) 
r ^ 1^ /2 
(5.6.4) < by Lemma (5.5.3) and the fact 
" l 4(n+r) J f 
,V
4(n+r) 
x(l-x)< I on [o,l]c,|o,l + I ] 
and hence from (5.6.3) and (5.6,4), we have 
I l4(f,x) - f(x) I < r 1 + 8-^ ( — - ^ — ) 1 w 
"^  L 2j(nfr) J 
1 
But for 8 = (n+r)" 2 ^ 
(6) 
( 88 ) 
I C^^ »^ ) -^ ^^ 1^ <h^ lis ^ • 
'^ icli completes the proof of theorem (5.2,2). 
]^522?!_2^_™52^M (5.2.3) : By applying mean value 
theorem of differential calculus, we can write 
(5.6.5) f(x)-f(t) = (x-t) f'(l ) = 
= (x-t)f'(x) + (x-t)[f«(^ )-f'(x)] ^ 
where \ i s an i n t e r i o r po in t of the i n t e r v a l determined 
hy X and t . 
If we m u l t i p l y ( 5 . 6 . 5 ) hy (n+r^H) q ^ j^(x,'a),and 
in tegrat ing i t from k/(n+r+l) to (k+lj)/(n+r+l) and-sum 
over k, there fo l lows 
f ( x ) - D ^ ( f , x ) = 
nfr+1 (k+l ) / (n+r+l ) 
= (n+r+1) 2 ( / ^ ( x - t ) f ( x ) d t ) q , (x,-a) 
k=o k/(n+r+l) ™ »^^  
(n+r) (k+l ) / (n+r+l ) 
+ (n+r+l) Z ( / (x - . t ) [ f» (^ ) - f ' ( x ) ] d t ) -
k=o k/(n+r+l) 
•^nr,k^^»«) > 
( 89 ) 
But by (2 .4 .7) 
(n+r) (k+l) /(n+r+l) 




and by (5.6.2) 
I f ( • ^ ) - f ( x ) | < w ^ ( | ^ - x | ) < (1+ I | ^ - x | ) w^(6) . 
< ( 1 + I | t-xl) WT(6) / 
where 6 i s a pos i t ive number does not defined on k. 
Consequently we can wri te 
| f ( x ) - U ^ ( f , x ) | < 
M f (n+r) (k+l)/(n+r+l) 
< + w, (6)J (iM-r+1) S ( / | x - t | d t ) -
n+r •'- L lc=io k/(n+r+l) 
•<lnr,k^^'»«^ •*• 
T (n+r)(k+l)/(n+r+l) 
+ i (n+r+1) 2 ( / ^ (x-t)2dt)q v(x,'a)]. 
^ k=o k/(n+r+1) "^»^ J 
Hence by (5.6,4) and by Lemma (5,5 .3) with the fact that 
x ( i - x ) < i on [ o , l ] ^ f o j l + ^ 1 » we have 
( 90 ) 
If (x)-l4.(f ,x) I < - - - . - ^ w (^6) J + I - - - - - [ , 
2*y(n+r) 
1 
but for 6 » (n+r) 
1 r 1 "^  _ 1 M 
and hence 
| f ( x ) - C" ( f , x ) | < wA -~== ) + 0 C - ^ - ) 
?/hich completes the proof of theorem ( 5 . 2 . 3 ) . 
?522!!-.2L^^2™ (5.3.1) : Let y e [o, 1 + ^ ] . i± 
i s well known tha t i f f (y) has a f i n i t e second order 
der ivat ive a t a point x e [[o, 1 + ^ ] ^then there ex i s t s 
a function g(y) , defined on [o, 1 + 5^  J so tha t for 
y > X we have g(y) > o and tha t f (y) can be expended 
by Taylor 's formula 
f(y) = f ( x ) + ( y - x ) f ' ( x ) + ( y - x ) 2 [ | f" (x) + gij) ] ^ 
i f we replace y = t , multiply members of both side by 
(n+r+1) q^^ j^Cxja) and in tegra te i t from k/(n+r+l) to 
(k+l) / (n+r+l) and sum over k, we obta in 
( 91 ) 
a nfr (k+l) / (n+r+l) 
(5.6.6) U ( f ,x) = f(x)+(n+r+l) I ( / ( t - x ) f ' ( x ) d t ) . 
Ecr k=o k/(n+r+l) 
T n+r (k+l)/(n+r+l) ^ 
+ i (n+r+1) E ( / ( t - x ) ^ f ' • ( x ) d t ) -




Jt , iw-r (k+l)/(n+r+l) „ 
(5 .6 .7) f (x) = (n+r+1) Z ( J ( t - x ) ^ g ( t ) d t ) 
nr k=o k/(n+r+l) 
•<lnr,k^^'«) ' 
a 1-2X x ( l - x ) 
(5 .6 .8) U ( f ,x ) = f (x)+ f ' (x)+ f " ( x ) + 
ra* 2.(n+r) 2(n+r) 
+ p (x) ^ byCB^.S) and by lemma (5 .5 .3) 
nr 
becouseof the fac t t ha t g(y) > o as y > x , i t follows 
t h a t for every number e > o there e x i s t s another number 
6 > o such tha t |y-x | < 6 implies | g ( y ) | < e . Taking y = t , 
we must have 
(5.6.9) | g ( t ) | < e i f | t - x | < 6 ^ 
( 92 ) 
and hence (5,6,7) can be written as 
a n+r (k+l)/(n+r+l) ^ 
P (x)I < (n+r+1) S ( / (t-x)^|g(t)|dt)' 
nr - k=o k/(n+r+1) 
<lnr,k(^'«^. 
Now l e t us s p l i t the above sum into two pa r t s *. the 
f i r s t being extended over the se t I of in tegers k which 
sa t i s fy the inequal i ty | t - x | < 6, and the second extended 
to the se t J of in tegers k for wMch | t - x | > 6 . Therefore 
a (k+1)/(n+r+1) ^ 
I f ( x ) | < (n+r+1) 2 ( / ( t - x ) 2 | g ( t ) | d t ) -
nr "" ^^-^nr k/(«+^+l) 
' ^nr,k(^'«> -^  
(k+1)/(n+r+1) 5 
+ (nfr+1) Z ( f ( t - x ) ' ^ l g ( t ) | d t ) q ( x i a ) . 
kejjj^ k/(n+r+1) ^>^ 
Since for x,y e [o» 1 + j ^ ] , the function (y -x )^ |g (y ) | 
i s bounded (say by M), i n accordance with (5.6,9)» we can 
wr i te 
n-^r ^^ ^nr k / ( n+r+1) "^»^ 
but x ( l - x ) < i on [o , l l <2_ fo , ! + ^l and given the pos i t ive 
( 93 ) 
numbers 6 and f\ t h e r e e x i s t s a p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r N(6,^ ) 
such t h a t (n+r) > N ( 6 , ^ ) i m p l i e s 
( k + l ) / ( n + r + l ) 
(n+r+l) Z ( / , In r v^^J"^^*) < \ 
irP.j v/^T^+•r+^^ nr,ic L k e J j ^ k / ( n + r + l ) 
Hence 
a e 
i f (x) 1 < + Mn 
nr 4(n+r) »• 
36 
Choosing i^ = 
4-(n+r)M 
Y/e o b t a i n 
I p"" ( x ) | < or (n+r) | / (x) | < e , 
nr (n+r) nr 
where (n+r) i s g r e a t e r t h a n a c e r t a i n p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r , 
.a 
(xHbv - C u. denot ing{(n+r) ^ (x)]-by - e " ( x ) , we have 
nr 
(= ( X ) = - , 
a 
where 6 (x) > o a s (n+r) > «>, 
nr 
( 94 ) 
and hence from (5 .6 ,8 ) , we have 
Lim(-t;[f(x)- u"' ( f ,x) ] = - i [ ( l - 2 x ) f ' ( x ) + x ( l - x ) f " (x)] 
(n+r ) - oo nr 
'Jlfhich completes the proof of theorem ( 5 . 3 , 1 ) , 
?522!!_2L5S?2^5M (5.4.1) : Ihe proof i s similar to 
the proof of theorem (5 .2 .1 ) , we have 
a n+r (k+l) /(n+r+l) 
S ( / 
nr " k=o k/(n+r+l) 
U ( f , x ) - f ( x ) | < (iw-r+l) z ( /^ _ ^ | f (h j ^ t ) - f (x ) (d t ) ^ 
'^nr,k^^»°^^^ 
(k+l) / (n+r+l) 
< (n+r+1) I ( / ^ | f (h t ) - f ( x ) | d t ) q (x;a) + 
b ^ - x <6 k/(n+r+l) ^ ^*^ nt 
. (k+l) / (nfr+l) 
+ (n+r+l) S ( / ^ |f(^rTr*)-f(x)|d-fc)q„^ v ( ^ i a ) ' |b t - x | > 6 ' k7(n+r+l) ' ' "^ ^ » ^ 
(5.6.10) = I3 + I 4 . 
let e > o he arbitrary and choose 6 > 0 so small that 
|f(x) - f(x') |< e for Ix-x' I < 6 and therefore 
I5 < e , 
( 95 ) 
and on subs t i tu t ing v = x "b^ , we obtain 
^^ (k+l)/(n+r+l) „ 
I < (n+r+1) Z ( / ( t -v )^d t )q Ax,a), 
( 6 / b j 2 I t - ^ I > 6 / V V(n+r-M) 
2M v ( l -v ) 
( 6 / b ^ ) 2 (n+r) 
and consequently (5.6,10) becomes 
a 2M v( l -v ) 
tJ ( f , x ) - f(x) I < e + 
"^ " ( 6 / b ^ ) 2 ( n f r ) 
x/b 
< e + 2M ^ " 
(n+r) (6/bj^) ' 
< 26 . for a l l large (n+r) , 
s ince b = o(n+r ) . 
^Vhich completes the proof of theorem ( 5 , 4 . 1 ) , 
15221!-.21!_^5^^ (5.4.2) : proceeding in a similar 
way as in the proof of theorem (5 .4 .1) we obtain ( 5 . 6 . 1 0 ) , 
nov/ with M(b J ins tead of M *, 
a |U ( f , x ) - f ( x ) | < (n+r+1) 2 +(n+r+l) Z 
( 96 ) 
nov/ for M(b ) instead of M we get 
nr 
(l5?H)/(n+r+l) 
(5.6.11) < e + 2M(t )(n+r+l) S ( / ^ ^ . 
| t - v | > 6 A j ^ k/(n+r+l) 
t ( t -v )2d t )q^^ j^ (x ;a ) 
!rhe l a s t term of above ii iequality will be estimated 
by means of lemma ( 5 , 5 . 4 ) , i f 
Z 
- 1 
= 6(n+r) ( 2 b ^ ) [(rH-r)v(l-v) ] ^ , 
the condition (5,5.10) i s s a t i s f i ed i f we asciune t h a t 
5 < 2x and (nfr) is suf f ic ient ly l a r ^ e . Hence by (5 .4 .6) 
< e + 2M(b^)exp{ -6^(rH-r) [4.b^x(l-.x b ^ ) ] j 
< 26.for a l l large (n+r) 
Which completes the proof of theorem ( 5 . 4 . 2 ) , 
5,7. ! I f we put r = 0, then we have the following 
co ro l l a r i e s again due to author. 
( 97 ) 
Corollarj^ (5.7.1) *. If f(x) i s bounded Le^i^-SB^ 
function on [o,l3» jthen for "^  ~ "'n ~ *^ ^ n ^ -— ^ l - l ^ i - 2 
I / ( f , x ) - f(x) 1 < e 
n 
holds a t each 22^^^ °£ SHB-iSBi^^ ^ 2^ f ( x ) ; and the 
r e l a t i o n holds uniform]^ on [o,l3 i f f(x) i s co^-tinuous 
on t h i s i n t e r v a l . 
Corollary (5 .7 ,2) : I f f (x) i s continuous I;ehesgue 
in tegrahle on [p , l ] and a = a = o (~) then 
I U^(f,x) - . f ( x ) ! < I w ( A . ) , 
•^  "^  / n 
where w is_ the modulus of continuitijr of f (x) 
22^2ll,?L^21 (5.7.3) t If f (x) i s a continuous lehesgue 
in tegrahle on [p , l j such t h a t i t s f i r s t der iva t ive i s 'bounae^,^ is 
•1 
SS-^SiSS 2£ £2S!^lSH^lZ 2^ f ' ( x ) , then for « = ^n = o ( ^ ) . 
I I]J(f,x) - f (x)l < - L w ( - i - ) + 0 ( i ) . 
Corollary; (5 .6 .4) ! Let f (x) he hounded lielbesgue 
( 98 ) 
§:S^ ^SE£Ose that the second der iva t ive f ' ( x ) e x i s t s a t 
a lim n f f ( x ) - U ( f ,x) ] 
n -• <» n 
= - I [ ( l - 2x ) f ' ( x )+x ( l -x ) f ' » (x ) J 2 
Gorollar:j/; (5 ,7 .5) t If \ ~ o(n) , and t^ he_ function 
f(x) i s hounded Lehes^ue in tegrahle i n (o, +=°), sajjr 
!f(x)I < M, and a = a^ = o ( | ) , then 
a 
U (x) > f (x) 
n. 
^orollar^; (5.7.6) : If h^ = o (n) , and 
M(ii^) e > 0, for each 0 > o, 
U^(x) > f (x) 
function f ( x ) . 
( 99 ) 
If we again put a = o, then above corollaries 
reduces to the corollaries (2.4.4), (2.4.5), (2,4.6) 
and theorem B of chapter III and corollaries (4.4,3) 
and (4.4.4) respectively. 
CHAPTER -^__VI 
2I~25E^J2E5_SMCU2S_POliYNOmALS 
6 , 1 , Stancu defined a polynomial i n the c losed 
i n t e r v a l [o, i j as 
p W ( f , x ) = S w_^  ^^(x,a) f ( k / n ) , 
k = o " '•' 
where k—1 n-l c-1 
Tf (x+Va) TT (l-3c+,aa) 
n v>=o ,a=o 
( 6 . 1 . 1 ) w^^^^c '^"''''^  " ^k^ ' ' 
( l + a ) ( l + 2 a ) . . . ( l + ( n - ] )a) 
We def ine a Kantorovic t^^pe pol3''nomial v/itb the h e l p 
of (6 .1 .1 ) for T.ehes"-ue i n t . " ^ a h l e func t ions on j o , l + - 1 
and [ o , l ] i n I-}_-rorm a.r. ; 
a n+r ( k + l ) / ( n + r + l ) 
( 6 . 1 . 2 ) R _ ( f , x ) =(n+iH-l) 2 ( / f ( t ) d t ) w , (x-,a) , 
"^ k=o k / (n+ r+ l ) ^ ^'^ ' 
where 
k-1 n+ r -k - l 
T T vx+ v a ) 7 7 (1-x+iUa) 
n+r v=o ,^0 
( 6 . 1 . 3 ) w ^ | ^ ( x ; a ) = ( ) • • — > 
^ ( l + a ) ( l + 2 a ) . . . ( l + ( n + r - l ) a 
Such t h a t 
(n+r) 
( 6 , 1 , 4 ) S w j^^(xia) = 1 , 
k = o *"• 
1 , Stancu [ l ] . 
( 101 ) 
(n+r) 
( 6 . 1 . 5 ) ^ ^ ^nr lc^^»°^^ ^ (n+r)x , 
k=o * 
and 
2 (n+r) p (n+r )x( l -x )+( r i+r ) x(x+a) 
( 6 . 1 . 6 ) S k w^^ v ( x , a ) = 
k=o -'^ • (1+a) 
and 
a n ( k + l ) / ( n + l ) 
( 6 . 1 . 7 ) R ( f , x ) =(n+l) S ( / f ( t ) d t ) w ( x , a ) , 
^ k=o k / ( n + l ) ""'^ ^ 
/he-^e w , ( x , a ) i s same as given by ( 6 , l , l ) ^ r e spec t i v e l y , 
Kote ; I f we put r = o (6 .1 .2 ) r educes to ( 6 . 1 . 7 ) . 
6 , 2 . In t h i s s e c t i o n , we have t e s t ed the convergence 
of the polynomials R ^ ( f ,x) and have a l s o t e s t e d the 
degree of ajyproximation of Lebesgue i n t e g r a b l e f unc t i ons 
by ^ ^ ( f > x ) which genera l i t i es the r e s u l t s of Stancu . In 
f a c t our r e s u l t s a r e a s fol lows I 
HffiOREM ( 6 . 2 . 1 ) : Let f (x ) be a con t inuous I^es^ue 
i n t e ^ a b l e func t ion on 1°» "^*" ^ SS^ ^ ~ a(nr) > o, 
a s (n+r) > °° , then 
1 . Stancu [ l ] . 
( 102 ) 
I R ^ ( f , x ) - f (x) I < e 
unif or i^2 2B [ °» "'^  "*" n J * 
KffiOREM (6 .2 .2) : If f (x) i s continuous lebesgue 
of continuit;^ of f ( x ) , for a > o, we have 
f(x) - l 4 . ( f , x ) | < I w(/ ) . 
(n+r)+a(n+r) 
TlffiORM ( 6 . 2 , 3 ) : I f f ( x ) i s continuous lebesgue 
£BS£5i2S S i ^ i i S l i £ S t §££iYS;^iX£ ^BB^®^ tS ['^ »'^ "'" 5 1 
and w^(6) i s the modulus of cont inui ty of f ' (x)» we have 
| f ( x ) - R ^ ( f , x ) | < 2 ^ l+a(n+r) / l > a ( n f r ) 
(n+r)+a(nt-r) '^  (n+r)+a(n+r) 
+ 0 ( - - - - . ) . (n+r) 
6 ,3 . We e s t a b l i s h the asymptotic r e l a t i o n for R ^ ( f ,x) 
as : 
THEORM (6.3 .1) : l e t a = a(nr) > o, as (n+r) > 
If f i s hounded lebesfiue in tegrahle on [o, 1 + ^ j and 
( 105 ) 
pos se s se s a second d e r i v a t i v e a t a pp in t x qf_ ro»l+ j:] f 
t h e n 
oc 1 r ^"2x l+a (n+r ) x ( l~x) l 
f ( x ) - R ^ ( f , x ) = - ^ ^ f. (^)^ f.. ( , ) L 





where Sjic^^) > o as (n+r) > ^, 
a a 
6.4-. We now define R^(xih) = Rjjp(f,x;h) for 
unbounded interval, in the same way as we defined 
A^(x,-b) (4.1.1) in Chapter IV, as : 
(6.4.1) Rnr(^ »'^ ) = R^(f,x,'b) = 
(n+r) (k+l)/(n«-r+l) 
= (n+r+l) s ( / f(tb)dt)-
k=o k/(n+r+l) 
"^nr,k^ ^  » «>> 
n*r v=o ^ ^=0 
where 




^^ ^nr,k^ B i«) = 1 • 
( 104 ) 
If we put r = 0, we have 
(6.4.3) RjJ (x;b) = R^( f,x;b) = 
where 
n (k+l)/(in-l) 
= (n+l) E ( / f(tb)dt)w„ , (|,-a) , 
k=o k/(nH-l) ^ » ^ ^ 
^-^x ., . ^ :;j£-i , X 
TT (i+^a) ir^ (1-|+ /ix) 
^ n V =0 iU=o 
(6.4.4) w^ , (?;a) =( ) 
(1+a)(l+2a)...(1+(n-1)a) 
In this section, we have tested the degree of 
approximation of function by R^(f ,x',b) on an unbounded 
intervals. Our results are as follows ; 
THEOREM (6.4.1) t If j^j^ . = o(nfr), and the function 
f (x) is^  bounded Lebesgue integrable in. (o, + °°), say 
|f(x)| < M, then 
R^(x,b) > f(x), 
holds a t any point of cont inui ty q£ f ( x ) . 
6 , 5 . In order to prove our r e s u l t s we need the 
following lemma \ 
( 105 ) 
LEMMA (6.5.-1) '. l^ or all values of x e [o,l + ^1» 
we have 
(n+r) (k+l)/(n+r+l) ^ 
(iw-r+1) 2 ( / ^ (t-x)"^dt) w _ j.(x;a) = 
k=o k/(n+r+l) ™^»^ 
1+ a(n+r) 
= x(l-x) ( ) . 
(n+r) + a(rH-r) 
PROOF : We have 
n+r (k+l)/(n+r+l) ^ 
(n+r+l) S ( / (t-x)''dt)w_ ^(x;a) = 
k=o k/(n+r+l) ^*^ 
n+r (k+l)/(n+r+i) „ 
= (n+r+l) Z ( / (x'^ -2xt+t'=^ )dt)w_ i^ (x;a) } 
k=o k/(nfr+l) ^*^ 
2 
n+rp 2 2k+l k +k 1 -. 
= z X - X + -^  + p- w ^(xva)^ 
k=oL (iwr+1) (ni-r+1)'' 3(n<-r+l)'^  J "^'^ 
P 2(n+r)x+l (n+r)x(l-x)+(rri-r)^(x+a) 
(n+r+1) (l+a)(n+r+l)^ 
(n+r)x 1 
+ + f 
(n+r+1)^ 3(n+r+1)^ 
(n+r)x^+x^-2 (m-r)x^-x (n+r)x(l-x) + (n+ryx(x+a)+ (n+r)x(l-a) 
(n+r+l) (l+a)(n+r+l)^ 
( 106 ) 
1 
3(nfr+l)^ 
(_x( l -x) - (n+r)x^) i (n+r)+a+(n+r)a+l} + 
(n+r+l)^(l+a) 
o p 2 
+ (n+r )x( l -x)+ (iH-r ) x + (n+r ) xa+ (n+r )x+ 




( l_x)a -x( l -x )+(n+r )^ ( l_x)a+(n+r )x( l -x ) 1 
-X . 
2 (itfr+l)2(l+a) 3(n+r+l)' 
-x ( l -x )a -x( l -x )+(n+r ) x( l -x)a+(n+r)x( l -x) , 
(n+r)^(l+a) 3(n+r)^ 
x ( l -x ) a x ( l -x ) x ( l - x ) a x ( l -x ) 
(iw-r)2(l+a) (iH-r)2(i+a) (1+a) (n+r)(l+a) 
1 
3(n+r)^ 
x ( l - x ) a x ( l -x ) 
+ .— , , , for large (n+r) 
(1+a) (n+r)(1+a) 
( 107 ) 
l+(n+r)a 
= x(l-x) I I 
(n+r)+(n+r)a 
Which completes the proof of Lemma v,6,3,l). 
6 . 6 . PROOF Ol'_THEOREMS *. 
We omit the proofs of our theoremrj a s they can he 
proved on the same l i n e a s thone of preced ing chapter 
hy us ing lemma ( 5 . 5 . 1 ) i n lieU- of t h e cor responding lemma 
used for the proof of the theorems of preced ing chap t e r . 
6.7. If we put r = o , then the theorems i6,2.1)-ie,2,^),{6-^-^).(^H 
reduces to the following corollaries due to author. 
22.I2^1^EI (6.7.1) ' 1 | ^(^) i? continuous Lebesgue 
integrahle function on {p,l] and, a = a(n) > o , as 
n > oo^  then 
R^  (f,x) - f(x) I < e 
uniformly on [o ,1] , 
Corollar2; (6,7.2) : If f(x) i s continuous Lebesgue 
integrable on [p,l] and w(6) is the modulus of continuity 
of f(x), then for a > o, 
( 108 ) 
|f(x)-R^(f,x)| < I w( 
Corollary (6,7.3) ^ If f i £ continuous Lebesgue 
function on [p,l3 and wi(6) i ^ the modulus of cont inui ty 
of f ' ( x ) , then the following inequa l i ty 
l+a(n) l+a(n) 
w^  ( ) 
(n)+a(n) ^ V (n)+a(n) 
h o l d s . 
22I!.2ll?:^Z (6.7.4-) : If f (x) i s boujided Lehesgue 
in tegrahle function with i t s f i r s t der ivat ive in [p , l ] 
and suppose that the second ds r iva t ive f ' ' ( x ) ex i s t s a t a 
c e r t a i n point x of [p, \ ] , then 
fl+a(n) x ( l -x ) 
Lim 
n - «> '' •''• L 1+ft 2n 
rv r





Corollary (6.7.5) *. If h^ = o(n) and the function 
f (x) i s bounded Lebesgue in tegrab le 121 (o, +~), say 
| f (x) I < M , then 
( 109 ) 
R (x) > f ( x ) , 
n 
ho lds a t any po in t of cont j j iu l ty of t he Lehe sgue i n t e g r a b l e 
func t ion f. 
If a g a i n vte-pJca = o, then above c o r o l l a r i e s r educes 
to t h e c o r o l l a r i e s (2 .^ - .4 ) , (2 .4- .5) , (a.4.6),-tK40Tfra;^ .<?/-(;:kat>W Si 
and ( 4 . 4 . S ) r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Remark : Our theorems i n c l u d e s the r e s u l t s of 
D.D.Stancu and Ghlodovsky, 
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Chlodovsky (1937) has proved the Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 for the Bernstein 
polynomials 
'."= -^'-^ =i4¥)(:)(t)'('-^ r 
A:=0 
on an unbounded interval. 
The object of this paper is to extend the above theorems for modified Bernstein 
polynomials 
P„(x) = P^ (x; 6„) 
n (k+l)l(n+l) 
= (n + 1) 2 ] ( J /('*») dt ) Pn,k ( ^ ). 
k=0 kl(n+X) 
on an unbounded interval. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 




Pn,i^x) = ( ^ ) x*(l - xy-K 
If the function f(x) be defined on the interval (0, b), b > 0, the Bernstein polynomial 
JB^(x; b) for this interval is given by 
"•<"=«-')=i/c#)(^ )(f)'('-Tr 
k=Q 
VoL 8, No. 6 
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A small modification of Bernstein polynomial B'^(X) due to Kantorovic(1930)makes 
it possible to approximate Lebesque integrable function in the Lj-norm by the 
modified polynomial 
n (k+l)l(n+l) 
Plix) = (n + 1) ^ (^  I / ( o dt\pnA^). 
/c=0 kKn+l) 
Let the function / (x) be defined on the interval (0, b), b > 0. To obtain the modified 
Bernstein polynomial P'^(x; b) for this interval, we make the substitution j = x^-i 
in the polynomial P^ (y) of the function <l,(y) = f(by), 0 < ;' < 1 and obtain in 
this way 
P„(x) = P'^(x; h) 
n (k+\)l(n+\) 




Chlodovsky (1937) has proved the following theorems by assuming that b = b„'\s a. 
function of n, which increases to + oo with n, and /(x) is defined in the infinite 
interval 0 ^ x < -[- oo. 
Theorem 1.1 — If bn = o{n) and the function f{x) is bounded in (0, + oo), 
say \f(x) \ ^ M, then Bn(x)-^ f(x) holds at any point of continuity of the 
function / . 
Theorem 1.2 — If Z)„ = o{n) 
and 
M{b„) t'-»»/'n-> 0, 
for each a > 0, then B„(x) ->• f(x) holds at each point of continuity of the function 
fix). 
In this paper, our object is to improve the above results by taking the modified 
polynomial P^{x; b) instead of 5^(x; b), which may be stated as follows : 
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Theorem 1.3 — If bn = o(n) and the function f{x) is bounded Lebesque 
integrable in (0, + oo), say | / ( x ) | < Af, then P„(x) -> f(x) holds at any point of 
continuity of the function / . 
Theorem 1.4 — If in = o(n) 
and 
M(A„) e-*"'""-^ 0, ...(1.1) 
for each a > 0, then Pn{x) -> f(x) holds at each point of continuity of the integrable 
function fix). 
2. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1.3 : We have 
1 P„ix) ~ fix) I 
n (fc+!)/{«+1) 
< (« + 1) 2 ] ( { I /(*"') - /W I ^') "^'* ( ^ ) -
A = 0 kl{n+\) 
Let e > 0 be arbitrary and choose 8 > 0 so small that | / (x ) — f{x') | < e for 
I X — x' I < S, then we have 
I P„{x) - f{x) I 
(k+\)l(n+\) 
<(«+l) 2^ ( j \fi.bnt)-f{x)\dt^pn,^[j-^ 
\bnt-x\ <8 klin+\) 
{A:+])/(«+1) 
+ (« + 1) ^ ( J I -^ (^ "'^  -'-^ ^^ ^ I '^ O ^ '"'^  ( ^ ) 
| V - ^ I ? 8 kl{n+\) 
^•h + h. ...(2.1) 
(*+!)/(«+!) 
A=(«+1) 2 ! ( I 1-^ *^"'^  ~-^ ^^ '^ '^ O '^"*("^)' 
I V - ^ I <* kl{n+\) 
n (/t+!)/(«+1) 
k^O kUn+l) 
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To calculate the value of I^, we put u = xU^, and have 
(fc+l)/(n+l) 
4 = (n + 1) ^ ( j I/(6„0 - f{x) I dt^/>„,, [j-\ 
(A:+l)/(n+l) 
<2M(«+1) 2 ( j rfij/'MC") 
n (A:+l)/(/i+n 
fe=0 A:/(n+l) 
<2M 8 \ - 2 M ( l - M) 
< 2 M -
X 
for all large n, since i» = o (n). 
Hence we have 
I Pn{x) - /(x) | < e -^  e = 2e. 
This completes the proof of theorem (1.3). 
To prove Theorem 1.4, we need the following lemma : 
Lemma — If 0 < x < 1, the inequality 
n ^ ^ 3 / x ( l - x ) V ' 2 
implies 
(A:+!)/(/»+1) 
C>a+i) V I p„,,(x) J / < 2e-^ 
I r-A; I >2z(jr(l -A:)/n)i'« A:/(n+1) 
Proof of Theorem 1.4: Proceeding in a similar manner as above, we obtain (2.1), 
as in Theorem 1.3, 
\Pn{X)-f{x)\ 
(*+!)/(«+1) 
< € + 2Jf(6„)(n + 1) 2 ] ( j '^)/'".»(")• 
I r-« 1 ?8/6„ kl(n+\) 
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The second term can be easily estimated by means of the above lemma, if 
the condition (2.2) is satisfied if we assume, for intance, that S < 2jc and that n is 
sufficiently large. Hence, by (1.1), we obtain 
I Pn{x) - /(x) | < € + 2M(bn) exp ( - zy 
= e + 2M(b„) exp {- dKn[4bnX(\ - xb-')]-^}, 
< € + e = 2€, 
for all large n. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
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